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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the pricing and operational efficiency of the 
Chiang Mai central crop market for soybeans, peanuts and garlic. It is 
based in part on the surveys of the Chiang Mai regional market and the 
Bangkok central terminal market conducted in 1972 and 1973 to 1974, and 
in part on price information for Chiang Mai and Bangkok obtained from 
the Chiang Mai Provincial Economist, and the Ministry of Economic Affairs 
respectively.
It is proposed that pricing efficiency would be improved if competition 
in the Chiang Mai market could be increased. It is also proposed that 
operational efficiency could be improved by a movement towards large scale 
operation if large firms could operate at lower cost structures than small 
firms. The possibility of conflict between pricing efficiency and operational 
efficiency in achieving overall marketing efficiency is recognised.
The effects of some of the factors influencing price levels in Chiang 
Mai merchants are determined by regression analysis with autoregressive 
techniques. The results show that the Bangkok price is the major factor 
involved. The other important factor is the change in Bangkok price. The 
dummy variables representing the buying season and the selling season are 
not important. In most cases, the price in Bangkok positively accounts for 
more than 50 percent of the level of the price in Chiang Mai. The extent 
of this influence is shown by the value of the regression coefficient of 
the Bangkok price, which varies from crop to crop and from year to year.
An inverse relationship is obtained between the regression coefficient of 
the Bangkok price and the absolute (and percentage) margin.
The annual average price in Bangkok and the total supply from Chiang 
Mai are the major factors affecting the relationships between prices in
(V)
Chiang Mai and Bangkok, though the effect of the former dominates that of 
the latter. It was not possible to test rigorously the hypothesis that 
Chiang Mai merchants receive constant levels of profit.
An attempt is made to explore the proposition that Chiang Mai firms 
operate at least cost. Inadequate information enable only the handling 
cost components to be quantified; administrative costs are not estimated.
The cost components are the costs of the commission charged to the
Bangkok brokers, transportation, prepacking and grading. They are determined
by the competitive input market and are beyond the merchants' control.
Lastly, the study highlights the difficulties and discusses the problems 
of estimating economies of size and, consequently, operational efficiency 
in the Chiang Mai market. An outline for a more comprehensive study of 
operational efficiency in the Chiang Mai market is proposed.
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1CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1•1 Problems and Objectives
Chiang Mai Valley is the most important region for agricultural
odevelopment in upper Northern Thailand . It is an important producing 
centre for upland crops which are mainly grown on paddy land in the dry 
season. The establishment of irrigation systems in the Valley has 
increased crop diversification and extended crop production. These 
activities are expected to be intensified with increasing agricultural 
development in the region.
This study forms a part of the inter-departmental Multiple Cropping 
3Project of the Faculty of Agriculture, Chiang Mai University. The 
project aims to develop better farm and economic practices in order to 
increase production and to extend the number of varieties and crops 
grown in the region. This has involved the study of farm management 
practices, analyses of input needs and inter-relationships, as well as 
comprehensive work on the marketing system. This thesis is part of the 
analysis of the marketing system for upland crops.
The further expansion of agricultural production (in Chiang Mai 
Valley) will need an effective marketing system linking producers with 
consumers and the flow of market information is an integral part of such 
a system. It would enable producers to have access to adequate 
information on crop types and input needs, and consumers to obtain the
1. Chiang Mai Valley is the irrigated region in Chiang Mai and Lampoon 
area (see Fig. 1.2).
2. Upper Northern Thailand includes 7 provinces in the highland: Chiang 
Mai, Chiang Rai, Lampoon, Lampang, Mae Hong Son, Nan and Phrae.
3. It is supported by the Ford Foundation.
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2product at the right time, form and place. It would also enable 
merchants to determine the type of marketing services required.
To be efficient, the marketing system must have the physical, 
financial and institutional capacities^ to handle the produce delivered 
by producers and convey it to consumers.
Any deficiency or inefficiency of these physical and financial 
facilities affects the flow of supplies to consumers. On the other 
hand, any deficiency and inefficiency of institutional facilities would 
affect the flow of information from consumers to the producers in Chiang 
Mai as well.
It can be expected that an efficient marketing system operates 
at low cost at a given level of technology. The reverse will be true 
if it operates inefficiently. On the other hand, the closeness of 
the relationships between prices in each market is determined by the 
nature of the structure of the marketing agencies involved. A basic 
study on marketing efficiency would involve the examination and 
investigation of the pricing and operational efficiency in relation to 
the pricing and marketing structure of the marketing system and the 
factors involved.
The main objective of this study is to determine whether the 
existing Chiang Mai market operates efficiently. The relationships 
between prices in the Chiang Mai and Bangkok markets and the issue of 
pricing efficiency are examined. The analysis of operational efficiency 
is very difficult and a full assessment of it in the Chiang Mai market 
will not be attempted here. This study aims to identify the factors 
involved, and to provide a basis for future investigations. The study 1
1. Examples of physical, financial and institutional capacities are 
road and transportation, banks and credit companies, and trade 
associations and trade registration, respectively.
3also attempts to examine the behaviour of the margin between prices in 
Chiang Mai and Bangkok to determine the extent to which wholesale price 
information in Bangkok is conveyed to producers in Chiang Mai.
The nature and pattern of the marketing structure and merchants1 
behaviour and characteristics are an integral component of the marketing 
system. A comprehensive knowledge of these factors would contribute 
to a better understanding of the marketing system as a whole. As part 
of this broader objective, a survey was conducted in Chiang Mai and 
Bangkok to obtain the information required.
1.2 Scope of this Study
This concentrates on the problems of marketing from the Chiang Mai 
merchants to the Bangkok market. The efficiency of the marketing system 
will be assessed with reference to the marketing of three major crops 
in the Chiang Mai Valley. They are soybeans, peanuts and garlic. Soy­
beans and peanuts were selected as representative of all other oil seed 
crops such as caster beans and sesame. Garlic was selected as 
representative of the main vegetable crops such as onions and potatoes. 
Garlic is sold as first, second and third grades in the Chiang Mai and 
Bangkok markets. Peanuts are graded as shelled and unshelled in Chiang 
Mai market and shelled first and second grade and unshelled in Bangkok 
market. Soybeans are ungraded. These gradings are adopted in this 
study.
1.3 Data
The weekly and monthly Chiang Mai wholesale prices for all crops 
are calculated as averages from the data collected by the Provincial 1
1. Soybeans are actually sold as 2 grades in the Bangkok market. This 
distinction is ignored during the compilation of the daily price data 
by the Daily Trade News.
4Economist at Chiang Mai. The data were collected on specific days twice a 
week from the selected merchants. The Bangkok monthly wholesale prices were 
collected from the Department of Internal Trade and weekly prices were 
calculated from the daily prices collected by the Daily Trade News Office of 
the Ministry of Economic Affairs. Data on the volume of trade in the selected 
crops which flow between Chiang Mai and Bangkok, 1971-1973 for ungraded 
commodities were available on a monthly basis; otherwise supply data were 
generally available only on an annual basis. Thus there was no quantity 
information corresponding to the weekly and monthly price data.
A survey was conducted for Chiang Mai at various times between October 
1971 to May 1972 and November 1973 to February 1974'*". A questionnaire was 
used in the first period and followed by a more detailed interview, based on 
the same questionnaire in the second period (Appendix 1). For Bangkok, the 
survey was conducted only for the second period. Eleven interviews were 
conducted in Bangkok and included medium and larger merchants, trade associations 
and one exporter.
The survey was undertaken to obtain information on the Chiang Mai market 
structures and its conduct and performance.
In the case of the Bangkok market the survey aims to obtain only that 
information which was relevant and related to the Chiang Mai market and the 
marketing of crops produced in Chiang Mai Valley.
1.4 Literature review
Bangkok, which is the commercial, financial and industrial centre of the 
country, is the central/terminal market for most of the major crops produced 1
1 The survey was initially conducted for the preliminary study of the Chiang 
Mai central crop market as part of the same interdepartmental Multiple Cropping 
Project of the Faculty of Agriculture, Chiang Mai University. The survey was 
revised in February 1974 for the purpose of this thesis.
5in the country. Consequently, one would expect most studies on the marketing 
of agricultural produce to have been associated with the marketing process 
from the regional markets to this central/terminal market.
There have been a number of studies on the marketing of field crops 
such as maize, sorghum and cotton in various parts of Thailand (Houek, 1972; 
Div. of Agr. Econ., 1971). Recently, several studies on the marketing of 
soybeans, peanuts and other dry season crops have been undertaken (Tongpan 
et al, 1974; Katikarn, 1973; Poliak, 1972; Seto, 1972 and Thodey and 
Suthasupa, 1972) .
The marketing of soybeans and peanuts (and rice) at the farm level in 
the Chiang Mai Valley was examined by Thodey and Suthasupa (1972). These 
authors found that the overall farm price level was low.* This was because 
supplies flooded the market in one short period and crops were generally of 
a sub-standard grade. Furthermore, there was no strong producer association 
with effective bargaining powers at this level of the marketing system.
The authors concluded that the farmers were relatively satisfied with 
their marketing mechanism even though the farmers expected price information 
to flow more evenly and smoothly. They also concluded that the market system 
was not a major impediment to increased output in these areas.
Seto (1972) studied the marketing channel of soybeans at every level 
of the market channel level, i.e. from producers to rural, central crop, 
terminal and export markets. He found that there was a need to improve 
marketing services and reduce marketing costs in the export marketing system 
in order for soybean exports to compete in the world market. However, he 1
1. It was not explicitly mentioned in their paper, but the author believes 
that Thodey and Sathasupa may have compared the price received by the farmers 
with the price paid by Bangkok wholesalers and they only calculated the 
percentage of farmers who received a low price. (See Section 3.1)
6concluded that the domestic marketing system was generally satisfactory and 
Chinese merchants at all market levels were operating efficiently and 
competitively. This was supported by the findings of Poliak (1972) who 
concluded that oilseed marketing (including soybeans) in the country was 
highly efficient as prices received by the farmers were basically determined 
by the prevailing conditions of supply and demand. The exception is the 
marketing of soybeans in Sawankaloke (Sukothai Province) which produces 
75 percent of the domestic supply and where merchants could control the 
market.
Katikarn (1973) showed that this (Sawankaloke) market could only control 
selling to the Bangkok soybean market and influence the Bangkok prices 
during October to mid-December. The market operated competitively for 
buying. Due to transportation and other handling costs, the margin between 
the Chiang Mai and the terminal market was the highest and averaged 54 percent 
of the total marketing margin (Katikarn, 1973; 69).
The prices in Chiang Mai market for soybeans and peanuts were related 
to these prices in the Bangkok market (Tongpan et al, 1974). Some 43 and 
59 percent of the variation in Chiang Mai prices of first and second grade 
soybeans were accounted for by the respective changes in Bangkok prices.
The corresponding values for peanuts were 40 and 70 percent. Furthermore, 
it appeared that farmers received 73 and 75 percent of the price paid for 
soybeans by the exporters and oil crushing plants. The results of monthly 
price analysis also showed an inter-relationship between grade prices for 
soybeans in the Chiang Mai and Bangkok markets.
1.5 Analytical procedure
Price analysis and cost analysis are commonly used in the evaluation 
of marketing efficiency. An efficient pricing structure shows a close 
relationship between prices among markets. Simple correlation analysis was
7carried out by Lele (1972) using weekly wholesale food grain prices in India, 
to measure market efficiency and competitiveness among markets. Similar 
procedure was adopted by Jones (1972) and Lim (1968) with prices in different 
marketing levels. Tongpan et al (1974) also undertook a study of the price 
differentiation between the various grades of food legume and oilseeds.
Cost analysis is normally used to evaluate operational efficiency 
(Doll et al, 1968: chap. 10). This may be presented in percentage (Jones,
1972) or absolute terms (Tongpan et al, 1974: Katikarn, 1973 and Whetham,
1972). In a study on the retail marketing system in Sierra Leone, Jones 
(1972: Chap. 7) measured the farmers' share (price) as a percentage of the 
wholesale and retail prices in the consumer market. Lim (1968) in his study 
of smallholders rubber marketing in Malaysia, regressed marketing margin 
against the final market price for different periods of price movement: 
one year period for short term and 4 to 5 years for longer term. Lele (1972) 
studied operational efficiency by comparing the difference in seasonal prices 
to the storage costs.
As pointed out by French (1967), most of the studies on operational 
efficiency are on the effects of scale of operations on cost. These could 
be distinguished as 'commercial1 and 'managerial1 economies (Thomas, 1973; 
and National Commission on Food Marketing, 1966) and also 'technical1 economies 
(Choudhury et al, 1974; Polopolus, 1965; Ryan, 1965).
This thesis undertakes an examination of the market structure for Chiang 
Mai and Bangkok with the view to testing the hypothesis that the marketing 
system is efficient in relation to its pricing structure (a concept which is 
dealt with in Chapter 2) and to identify the factors involved in the 
determination of its cost structure. The pricing structure is examined by 
the use of linear regression analysis to determine an explanatory equation 
for Chiang Mai price behaviour within the limitations of the data available.
8The initial functional relationship is hypothesised to be: 
PCMt = f(-PBKt’ APBK’ Dl,D2,U-)
where p
CM Chiang Mai weekly wholesale price in baht per 100 kilogram
PR„ = Bangkok weekly wholesale price in baht per 100 
kilogram
APBK Change in Bangkok weekly wholesale prices i.e. p -p 
BKt BKt-i
= Chiang Mai buying season, varying according to 
crops; 1 for on season and 0 for off season.
D2 = Chiang Mai selling season, varying according to 
crops; 1 for on season and 0 for off season.
t = subscript for time t
u = error of disturbance.
The analysis uses the regression technique and accounts for differences 
which occur in the functional relationships from year to year. Autocorrelation 
between the residual terms was also accounted for by an appropriate technique.
Price structure may be assessed alternatively by the behaviour of the 
marketing margins. This is hypothesised to be a functional relationship as:
\ g(PBKt’ APBK’ D1,D2,u)
\ = h'PBKt- APBK’ Di’D2’u)
where M1 = absolute margin i.e. |M -P^
M2
P -P_= percentage margin i.e. BK. CM^
XI00
Operational efficiency is examined through an identification of the 
factors influencing marketing cost structures and an investigation of these 1
1. 1 baht = $US0.05.
9cost components.
A study of price is also undertaken to present price patterns and 
behaviour in two individual markets by applying temporal analysis (Shefred, 
1963) based on monthly information.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL CONCEPTS OF MARKETING AND MARKETING EFFICIENCY
2.1 Introduction
Agricultural marketing encompasses the performance of all business 
activities involved in the flow of goods and services of agricultural 
products from the farms to the ultimate consumers. Some economists 
(Williamsand Stout, 1964), also include the flow of inputs into agricultural 
production in their studies of agricultural marketing.
Three aspects of a marketing system or marketing organization can be 
assessed in a marketing study. Firstly, market structure refers in a 
descriptive way to physical characteristics of the market; that is, the 
number of firms, their size and their share of the market, the description 
of their products, product differentiation, conditions of entry to the 
market, etc. Secondly, market conduct refers to the behaviour of firms 
within a given market structure.. Individual firms will react differently 
to changes in the conditions of supply and demand. For example, under 
perfect competition, a firm would buy and sell that amount of product which 
covers its average cost of handling and provides it with a normal profit at 
a price determined by the market. On the other hand, if the market consists 
of several large firms, they may collude to limit supply and thus influence 
the market price. Finally, market performance refers to the impact of the 
structure and conduct of the market on such factors as prices, costs and 
volume of output (Bressley, 1972; Coves, 1964). Hence, market performance 
reflects how well the non-farm firms perform in transferring agricultural 
products from farmers to satisfy the demand of consumers; and at the same 
time, how well they transfer back information signals from consumers to 
producers.
A market is said to be 'efficient', if all buyers can purchase the 
goods for the least price any seller is willing to accept and if all sellers
11
can sell the goods for the highest price any buyer is willing to offer 
(Doll, et al, 1968). This is at a given level of marketing services which 
provide consumer utilities through space, time and form.
2.1.1 Space utility
Marketing functions required in the agricultural markets of developing 
countries are relatively simple. Transportation accounts for the largest 
share of all services from the producing area to the consumer market, 
especially for bulky, perishable and non-processed products. This function 
enables consumers to meet their demands even if they are very distant from 
suppliers. Good examples are lettuce, carrots and broccoli which are grown 
in Chiang Mai and are transported 800 km to Bangkok, where these products 
are scarce, but heavily in demand by the higher income groups. More relevant 
to this study, garlic is shifted to most parts of the country with only 
little need of other marketing services. This will be expanded in Chapter 3.
2.1.2 Time utility
Storage is usually essential for non-perishable (and not very easily 
perishable) products, e.g. rice, soybeans, peanuts, garlic, potatoes and 
the like. It enables consumers to obtain agricultural products when they 
are required, even if they are out of season. Both transportation and 
storage help to smooth out the sharp fluctuations of prices within season 
and between season, and price differences from place to place. Details about 
storage in Chiang Mai and Bangkok markets will be discussed in Chapter 3.
2.1.3 Form utility
Marketing provides form utility through processing. Consumers purchase 
agricultural produce in various forms. In Thailand, soybeans and peanuts 
were originally purchased as green and dry vegetables, and later, as preserved 
food, e.g. beancurd, vegetable oil, margarine, soap, etc. Garlic is 
consumed as a dry and pickled vegetable.
12
Grading enables consumers to purchase the quality of their choice.
In Chiang Mai market, grading for some upland crops is a relatively labour- 
intensive activity, e.g. for peanuts and garlic. It accounts for a large 
share in marketing services. This is explained and discussed in Chapter 5.
Packing and handling enable products to be transferred from hand to 
hand without damage. Moreover, packing enables the product to appear 
attractive in the consumer market.
All the functions mentioned above could potentially be improved if 
the marketing agents have access to adequate finance provided there is a 
demand for these services i.e. economic justification. They might then 
be able and willing to store more at the beginning of the season, transport 
crops in the most appropriate containers and run their business at the 
lowest cost per unit. In an economy of high incomes and sophisticated 
marketing services, marketing cost per unit of output will be relatively 
high, since consumers will normally require more time, space and form 
utility. The reverse would be the case for societies like Thailand where 
the per capita income is relatively low.
2.2 Concept of marketing efficiency and market structure
Marketing services and consumer utility are difficult to measure, and 
this makes the measurement of efficiency in marketing particularly difficult. 
Marketing efficiency can be considered in two aspects: pricing efficiency 
and operational efficiency (Warrak, 1972; Bressler and King, 1970; Kohls, 
1956; Waugh, 1954). By pricing efficiency is meant the accuracy with which 
information about consumers' preferences is conveyed to producers, and 
information about producers' costs is conveyed to consumers, through prices 
within the marketing system. By operational efficiency is meant the 
effectiveness of the marketing system in maximising output of services per 
unit of input at any point of time. The maximum efficiency of the marketing 
system is constrained by the degree of competition (Warrak, 1972; Soswick,
13
1958, Clark, 1940). There is usually a trade-off between pricing and 
operational efficiencies since they have opposite relationships with 
the degree of market competition.
For the purpose of this study, only perfect competition (Fig. 2.1) 
and monopolistic competition (Fig. 2.2) are discussed. The former is 
chosen since it is an idealised framework in terms of which pricing 
efficiency can be most clearly evaluated. The latter is chosen because 
it is a theoretical framework which may help in the analysis of some 
of the characteristics of the market situation of Chiang Mai.
2.2.1 Pricing efficiency
The main criterion for evaluating pricing efficiency (P.E.) is that, 
to be efficient, prices in a given market (after making appropriate allowance 
for marketing costs) should accurately reflect the market demand for final 
quantities of products offered. Marketing costs include transportation, 
handling, administration and overhead costs, plus a 'normal1 profit accruing 
to the middlemen in the system. Such a 'normal value* would be that 
rate of return which would guarantee the provision of the necessary supply 
of marketing services. Furthermore, in an efficient pricing system, prices 
also should respond to consumer demands for alternative products (Warrak, 
1972; Bressler and King, 1970).
2.2.1.1 Perfectly competitive market
The benchmark for pricing efficiency is the behaviour of prices within 
the model of perfect competition (Bressler and King, 1970; Doll et al, 1968). 
The major elements of a perfectly competitive market are the absence of 
market concentration, homogeneity of products, free entry to and exit from 
the market. In addition, perfect knowledge and perfect mobility are pre­
supposed in this hypothetical market. In such a market, the individual firm 
has no effect on the price received. Therefore a change in price which may
FIGURE 2.1 14
PRICE, CASH AND OUTPUT IN PERFECT COMPETITION
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FIGURE 2.2
PRICE, COST AND OUTPUT IN MONOPOLISTIC 
COMPETITION
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Proposition: (In long-run), DD' is the curve showing the quantity
demanded from any one merchant at various prices under the 
assumption that his competitors' prices are always identical 
with his. Large-group, long-run equilibrium under price 
competition in monopolistically competitive product group 
is attained when the anticipated demand curve (dd) is 
tangent to the LRAC. If dd lies above LRAC, each merchant 
believes he can increase profit by reducing price; if dd is 
below LRAC, price must be increased to eliminate the pure 
loss incurred (Ferguson, 1972:325).
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result from a change in industry demand or supply would cause the individual 
firm to increase or decrease its production at the point where its 
marginal cost equals price. In the long-run this will equal average cost 
at its minimum, (Fig. 2.1).
According to Warrak (1972), the market organization determines the 
cost and price structures. Market power existing in the market is taken 
as proxy for pricing efficiency. In Figure 2.3 one can see that the price 
and cost contours are identical in this market. Price paid by the consumers 
completely reflects the cost paid by the firms. This implies that the 
competitive market achieves complete pricing efficiency.
2,2,1.2 Monopolistically competitive market
An imperfectly (monopolistically) competitive market has a lack of 
perfect knowledge and mobility. Therefore the price of standard goods in 
the one market cannot be at a single level. The average price for each 
merchant changes with each additional unit transacted. The gain obtained 
by selling an extra unit is therefore partly or wholly offset by the fall 
in price for the whole output (Fig. 2.2). Merchants maximize profit by 
dealing with the quantity traded with the marginal cost equal to the 
marginal return which varies according to the changes in quantity produced.
In an imperfectly competitive market, merchants may also provide 
different services for their customers. In Chiang Mai market, merchants 
sometimes try to attract their suppliers by offering special services. These 
could for example take the form of direct loan advances, and direct free 
offers of sacks for soybeans and peanuts. In most cases (especially free 
gifts) such offers are soon adopted by other merchants and the initial 
advantage of these offers would be lost. The present customary and effective 1
1. Market power is the ability of the buyer or the seller to establish a 
price with discretionary difference from the price which perfect competition 
would enforce (Warrak, 1972: 14). Thus in a perfectly competitive market, 
there is no market power.
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method of attracting suppliers is to offer a higher price than the 
prevailing market price.
In general, merchants compete through pricing because the size of 
the market is small and suppliers can select their most favourable buyer 
(Section 3.2,2). In the absence of strong competition, merchants in an 
imperfectly competitive market can probably earn extra profit for a 
considerable period of time. This condition may exist in Chiang Mai 
after the peak (busy) season when small firms leave the market.
Figure 2.3 shows that there is amargin between the price and cost 
curves in an imperfectly competitive market. This implies that there is 
marketing power accruing to individual firms. Big firms with a large 
share in the market would have more power - at least for the period before 
competitors enter the market, (e.g. small firms). Therefore, for this 
period, prices paid by consumers in Bangkok are not likely to be accurately 
conveyed to the producers in Chiang Mai.
2.2.2 Operational efficiency
Operational efficiency relates to the ability of marketing agents to 
utilize resources in adding utilities to consumption goods. It is reflected 
in the ratios of output to inputs. Technical efficiency relates to the 
physical activities of marketing and is reflected in the behaviour of various 
ratios of physical units of outputs to inputs. Commercial or financial 
efficiency relates to the sources and uses of funds in marketing, and is 
reflected in various ratios of the value of outputs to the value of inputs. 
Managerial efficiency relates to the quality of decision-making, and may 
be reflected in both physical and money terms (Thomas, 1973). Though each 
of these aspects of operational efficiency is manifested in numerous ways, 
together they affect and are reflected by the behaviour of costs of marketing 
as the scale of marketing operations changes.
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Source: Warrak, 1972.
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They may exist because of the wider range of opportunities that larger 
firms have in the use of land, labour, capital and management (including 
administration). This comes from these firms having a large amount of 
each of these factors, allowing greater specialization of use and a wider 
base over which to spread overheads. However there are certain costs which 
fall with size and others which may rise. Large firms could achieve 
'commercial1 economies in having more bargaining power against the Bangkok 
merchants and other resources. They could also approach 'managerial1 
economies since they could better afford to pay for high quality staff as 
well as provide better staff training opportunities. 'Technical' economies 
could be achieved by large firms in a similar manner. Offices and warehouses 
may be better utilized throughout the year instead of functioning only at 
peak periods as in the case of small firms (Appendix 2). And the larger 
volume of sales achieved by the large establishments may also reduce the cost 
of the storage goods. On the other hand a larger capital investment in 
equipment and machinery prevails in large firms. This would likely give 
rise to a greater unused capacity due to the individibility of capital. 
Similarly, greater maladministration may exist in a more complex organization. 
Nonetheless the greater flexibility and opportunities which large firms 
have for using capital and resources, and the greater opportunity for the 
specialization of management, are likely to outweigh the disadvantages of 
the increased unused capacity and maladministration. Therefore they are 
likely to achieve a lower cost per unit (and hence economies of size) than 
small firms.
The long-run average cost (LRAC) is normally used to illustrate the 
behaviour of cost of output at different firm sizes. It can be taken as a 
proxy to determine how the size structure of the firms affects operational 
efficiency. The shape of the LRAC curve is governed by whether there are
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increasing or decreasing returns to scale in production, and on certain 
financial and managerial economies or diseconomies of scale in commercial 
organization.
The LRAC curve declines when there are economies of size. This means 
that an increase in the size of the firm would lead to a greater increase 
in the volume and value of output than those of input. On the other hand, 
the LRAC rises when there are diseconomies of size. There are different 
combinations of economies and diseconomies, each represented by a different 
shape of the LRAC curve. Some of these are illustrated in Figure 2.4 
(Ferguson, 1972).
Figure 2.4a demonstrates the situation where opportunities for economies 
of size are relatively limited. Diseconomies become dominant at a low 
level of output since the LRAC curve rises after only a small range of decline. 
Such a market is likely to be characterised by many small firms in 
competition, with no firm being able to affect the price it receives.
Figure 2.4b is the situation where economies of size are important and 
technical economies offset the diseconomies over a wide range of output. The 
LRAC curve declines up to a level of large output, where diseconomies then 
begin to dominate. This type of cost structure may enable a firm to achieve 
monopolistic power since cost may continue to be reduced by the expansion of 
production to such an extent that it is sufficient to supply the entire 
market at a price covering average cost.
Figure 2.4c illustrates what may be the most common situation (Ferguson, 
1972; Warrak, 1972; Clark, 1940). A very modest scale of operation may enable 
a firm to capture all (or virtually all) of the economies of size. However, 
diseconomies may not be incurred until the level of output is very large.
This type of LRAC curve is usually referred to as the L-shaped. In this 
case, the LRAC behaviour would not allow any firms (above the minimum size) 
to earn excess profit. The larger firms will not be competitively better off
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than the small firms. Thus this would not encourage any firm to seek 
monopolistic power, and the market may be characterised by small and large 
firms operating efficiently together.
2.2.3 Overall marketing efficiency
Overall marketing efficiency is determined by the outcome of the 
trade-off between both pricing and operational efficiency. The relationship 
of pricing and operational efficiency to each other is by no means clear.
An industry whose LRAC structure is that of Figure 2.4a will be 
characterised by small firms and hence is likely to be competitive. Any 
improvement in operational efficiency is not likely to be at the expense 
of pricing efficiency and thus of overall marketing efficiency. An industry 
whose LRAC structure is that of Figure 2.6c will contain both large and 
small firms, but yet it will be competitive. Any improvement in operational 
efficiency of the larger firms (i.e. a greater downward movement of the LRAC 
curve to the right than to the left) could put considerable pressure on the 
small firms and lead to a monopolisation of the market. Although it is 
likely that an improvement of operational efficiency will improve overall 
marketing efficiency, any pressure on the smaller firms could lead to a decline 
of pricing efficiency and so reduce overall marketing efficiency.
An industry whose LRAC structure is that of Figure 2.4b may already 
have few small firms. Any improvement of operational efficiency which favours 
a large firm at the expense of the smaller firms may add to monopolistic 
pressures within the industry and thereby reduce both pricing and overall 
marketing efficiency. In this type of industry there may have to be a 
trade-off between operational efficiency and pricing efficiency in order to 
maximise overall marketing efficiency. However, this is unlikely to be the 
problem in Chiang Mai, where the marketing cost structure is probably more 
like that of Figure 2.4c than that of either Figure 2.4a or 2.4b.
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The question still arises as to whether marketing efficiency is the 
final objective. Waugh (1954:195) says, "....the public may prefer to keep 
known inefficiency rather than to adopt new methods - especially if 
respective improvements in efficiency might reduce employment, decrease 
price competition or lead to greater concentration of economic power". In 
developing countries in particular full employment is a major policy of 
most governments. With this policy a low income level allows society to 
accept less sophisticated utilities but with more people employed.
The above discussion on the concept of marketing efficiency will be 
applied to the situation in the Chiang Mai - Bangkok market in the later 
chapters.
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CHAPTER 5
THE CHIANG MAI AND BANGKOK MARKETS
3.1 The production and marketing of upland crops in Chiang Mai
The main growing season for upland crops is the dry season which 
stretches from November to April. Supplies from Chiang Mai, Lampoon and 
Mae Hongson Provinces enter the Chiang Mai regional crop market before 
shipment to the Bangkok central/terminal market. These supplies come 
mainly from irrigated areas in the Chiang Mai Valley. These are the 
Government irrigation areas at Mae Tang, Mae Pack, Mae Kuang and Mae Ping 
Gao, and the Peoples' Irrigation areas"*" (Thodey and Wiboonpongse, 1974). 
Supplies also enter the market from these areas during the off (wet) season 
(May-September).
Tobacco is the most important of the upland crops in the Chiang Mai 
Valley. It is handled and marketed through its own marketing channels 
via the Thai Tobacco Monopoly and as this crop is not traded on the overseas 
market, it will not be discussed in this study. The next most important 
crops are soybeans, peanuts and garlic. The other upland crops handled 
include onions, potatoes, mungbeans, caster beans, sesame and maize.
The marketing system for these crops may be grouped into three classes: 
rural, central and terminal (Tongpan, et al, 1974; Thodey and Suthasupa, 
1972; Poliak, 1972). Generally, farm supplies enter the rural markets 
through the local traders who are first-level assemblers (and sometimes
7farmers as well) . From here supplies enter the regional (e.g. Chiang Mai)
1. Peoples' Irrigation area is semi-governmental project.
2. The author use 'regional1 and 'central/terminal' instead of 'central' 
and 'terminal' respectively.
3. According to Thodey and Suthasupa (1972) about 40 percent of the buyers 
of soybeans and peanuts were farmers and part-time merchants. Most of the 
buying of these two crops took place at the farmers' houses.
TABLE 3.1
1966 - 1973
TRADING SEASON AND QUANTITY PRODUCED IN MAJOR PRODUCING AREAS FOR SOYBEANS
Producing
area
Trading Season* P1 R 0 D U C T I 0 N (TONS)
buying selling 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
Chiang Rai May-June May-Aug 362 806 574 222 1566 1856 1791 22698
Chiang Mai (major) It May-Aug 6351 10282 2613 9871 9140 16505 15953 1183
(minor) Sep-Nov Oct-Apr
Nan May-June May-Aug 94 55 730 6221 744 724 357 n. a.
Phrae It 11 973 996 240 360 2837 1033 2563 4290
Moe Hongson 11 11 270 91 630 709 1472 2520 2022 n. a.
Lam Pang 11 It 1125 437 351 506 253 417 858 1583
Lam Poon 11 11 2368 360 178 508 169 463 893 369
Sukothai Aug-Nov Oct-Jan 28548 28282 37355 54568 97667 81375 80865
Nokom Sawan Nov-Jan Dec-Feb 1621 1952 4680 4620 882 1373 6460 n. a.
Saraburi Nov-Jan Dec-Feb 348 553 509 594 807 588 2276 913
Nakom Ratchasima Nov-Jan Dec-Feb 402 195 455 416 410 386 648 n. a.
Whole Country 39700.00 53800.00 44800.00 48200.00 50400.00 54300.00 72000.00 n. a.
Source: Statistics of Field Crops and Vegetables, Department of Agricultural Extension, Ministry of Agriculture,
1966-1973.
I From the survey
Agricultural Statistics of Thailand: crop year 1972/73, Ministry of Agriculture, 1974* *
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crop market directly (or pass through the local agents of the Chiang Mai 
merchants first) and then move on to the central/terminal market (in 
Bangkok).
The marketing of most upland crops generally follows a set pattern: 
most of each crop is marketed immediately after harvest and the remainder 
is sold within the following two months. This is due to the farmers' 
tendency to sell most of their crops immediately after harvest. This 
results in large quantities of produce coming onto the Chiang Mai markets 
in a short period of one or two months.
However, final demand for these products which include oil industry 
contracts for soybeans and peanuts is fairly evenly spread over the whole 
year (Thodey and Wiboonpongse, 1974). This is to balance supply and 
demand through the storage of crops so that supplies may be deployed onto 
the Bangkok market in such a way that consumers preferences are met. In 
so doing, returns through the marketing system to producers will be 
increased.
The situation for soybeans, peanuts and garlic are discussed separately 
below.
3.1.1 Soybeans
There are 2 crops produced annually: one is the dry season and another 
in the wet season. Production data for the period are given in Table 3.1. 
Soybeans are shelled by farmers before being sold at the rural market. 
According to Thodey and Suthasupa (1972: Table 4) 85 per cent of the farmers 
sold their crops within the village, 6 per cent to Chiang Mai and the 
remainder to other districts. The prices received by these farmers (in 
1971) were found to vary from 2.05 to 2.40 baht/kg and about 50 per cent 
of producers received prices below the average of 2.21 baht/kg. This may 
be due to the imperfect knowledge of the market situation such that price
TABLE 3.2
TRADING SEASON AND QUANTITY PRODUCED IN MAJOR PRODUCING AREAS FOR PEANUTS 1966-1973
Producing Trading Season* P R 0 D U C T ION (TON)
buying selling 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
Chiang Rai May-June May-Oct 4,272 7,523 6,059 3,870 6,610 9,841 7,719 7,279
Chiang Mai
(major) «■ 14,272 17,410 3,617 13,013 4,146 9,102 15,451 18,049
(minor) Dec-Jan Jan-Mar
Nan May-June May-Oct 52,401 8,599 4,367 15,432 5,547 4,332 4,345 -
Phrae " " 16,209 1,400 10,000 4,500 3,776 8,037 6,009 10,353
Mae Hongson Dec-Jan Jan-Mar 258 98 630 1,199 1,146 1,403 1,289 -
Lam Pang May-Jan May- 20,936 7,233 9,370 17,443 7,851 16,592 13,548 13,620
Lam Poon n May- 11,980 12,000 2,890 2,857 2,326 2,607 5,287 3,428
Sukothai Jul-Sep Jul- 1,613 571 4,123 5,510 13,651 10,558 21,028 5,997
Nakorn Sawan Jul-Sep Jul- 14,651 12,939 15,262 10,700 15,028 15,007 1,582 -
Saraburi " " 350 154 575 420 653 1,354 947 930
Nakorn
Ratchasima Dec-Jan Dec- 12,632 10,669 15,629 13,112 19,168 16,288 16,361 1,237
** Whole
Country 219,900 132,100 157,700 124,200 124,900 133,500 152,800 n. a.
Source: Statistics of Field crops and Vegetable, Department of Agricultural Extension, Ministry of Agriculture, 1966-1973 
* From the Survey
Agricultural Statistics of Thailand, Crop year 1972/73, Ministry of Agriculture 1974* *
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variations are not perfectly transmitted to the producers.
In Sawankaloke (Sukothai Province) which produces 75 percent of the 
domestic supply, soybeans are harvested in October. It was found that 
merchants in Sawankaloke could influence the prices in Bangkok by 
controlling the quantities supplied to the Bangkok market (Tongpan et al, 
1974; Katikarn, 1973; Poliak, 1972). However, this applied only to 
selling activities during October to mid-December, otherwise the 
Sawankaloke central crop market operated competitively (Katikarn, 1973:79). 
The Chiang Mai market has no such seasonal advantage, nor is it a large 
enough producer, i.e. Chiang Mai produces less than 20 percent of total 
production, to dominate the market. Thus the terminal market prices at 
Bangkok are influenced by a degree of imperfection arising from Sawankaloke 
being the largest supplier. As a result, the Chiang Mai price which 
is hypothesised to be determined by the Bangkok price, would follow the 
price received by Sawankaloke merchants.
3.1.2 Peanuts
Like the regions of Nan, Phrae, Lampang, Lampoon, Nakorn Sawan and 
Nakorn Ratchasima, Chiang Mai is also an important peanut producing region 
(Table 3.2). As is the case with soybeans, 2 crops of peanuts are 
produced annually. The major dry season crop enters the Chiang Mai 
market in May and a supplementary crop comes onto the market in December.
Farmers dry their unshelled peanuts for at least one day before selling 
them to (rural) traders at the rural market level. It was found that about 
63 percent of the farmers sell their crop within the village, 3 percent 
to Chiang Mai and the remainder to other districts. The prices received 
by the farmers varied from 0.15 to 0.23 baht/kg. About 40 percent of farmers 
received a price exceeding the average of 1.86 baht/kg (Thodey and 
Suthasupa, 1972).
TABLE 3.3
TRADING SEASON AND QUANTITY PRODUCED IN MAJOR PRODUCING AREAS FOR GARLIC 1966-1972
Producing
area
Trading Season* PRODUCTI 0 N (TON)
buying selling 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
Chiang Rai Feb-Apr Feb-Dec 9,135 13,718 10,681 6,204 8,590 9,770 7,661
Chiang Mai 11 It 11,490 24,204 350 19,961 23,404 9,090 10,966
Nan 11 It 998 1,519 426 1,402 2,592 1,144 1,144
Mae Hongson 11 11 6,309 6,308 750 3,040 1,742 2,015 1,801
Lampang 11 It 900 300 1,800 1,440 4,085 4,104 4,134
Lam Poon 11 It 15,952 5,180 8,747 1,567 2,968 2,936 1,184
Sukothai (Sawankaloke) 11 11 9,000 8,400 12,915 6,364 3,152 45,453 13,203
Nakom Sawan 11 11 151 125 848 1,340 230 175 278
Saraburi 11 11 65 81 41 42 484 220 134
Nakom Ratchisima It 11 624 982 3,200 960 1,085 3,037 3,599
** Whole Country 63,200 70,700 50,900 47,100 47,300 40,900 36,400
Source: Statistics of Field Crops and Vegetable, Department of Agricultural Extension, Ministry of Agriculture, 1966-1972.
* From the Survey
** Agricultural Statistics of Thailand crop year 1972/73, Ministry of Agriculture, 1974.
ro
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Both the main season and the supplementary crops compete with the 
produce of the other areas, particularly Nakorn Ratchasima, Sawankaloke, 
Uttaradit and Pitsanuloki. The net effect of this competition is to 
depress in the Chiang Mai market.
3.1.3 Garlic
There is only one crop grown annually and all provinces harvest garlic 
at approximately the same time in February. As shown in Table 3.3, Chiang 
Mai is the second most important producer after Sawankaloke. The price 
received by the Chiang Mai regional market is assumed to be simultaneously 
influenced by the total supplies from the whole country. Saraphi, Chomtong 
and Fang Districts are the major producing areas in the Chiang Mai 
Province. The produce from Lampoon used to come to Chiang Mai first before 
being shipped to the central/terminal market. However, this has declined 
with the increase in transportation by trucks. And except in producing 
areas near Chiang Mai, Lampoon merchants now send their merchandise 
directly to Bangkok. Other markets include Lopburi, Ayudhaya and Nakorn 
Sawan; but these are relatively unimportant compared to Bangkok.
Unlike soybeans and peanuts, garlic is harvested wet. This presents 
a problem in storage. Garlic is normally stored hanging down 
rather than stacked up in sacks as in the case of soybeans and peanuts. 
Furthermore, a large loss in weight occurs with storage and as a 
consequence, merchants are disinclined to store stock over an extensive 
period or carry old stock forward to the new seasons.
3.2 Chiang Mai regional crop market
Chiang Mai functions and competes with the other district centres 
as anassembling market for crops produced in the Chiang Mai and surrounding 
valleys on shipment to other provinces. From available information , the 1
1. Agricultural Extension Office of North Thailand and Chiang Mai Provincial 
Economist.
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upland crops marketed by producers throughout Chiang Mai, Lampoon and 
Mae Hongson Provinces in 1972, were estimated (in tons per year): garlic, 
16,000; peanuts (unshelled), 27,000; soybeans, 22,000; onions, 2,000; 
caster beans, 800; maize, 1,000; potatoes, 4,500; and sesame, 2,000. The 
bulk of this trade passes through the Chiang Mai market. But about 10 
percent of the supplies are accounted for by direct selling to retailers, 
consumers and merchants (from other centres).
The above crops are cash crops primarily produced in the dry season 
on paddy land for export to other provinces. Rice, the main rainy season 
crop, is grown for local consumption and the excess for export. In addition, 
different merchants handle large quantities of perishable fruits and 
vegetables on their way out of the province.
The description of merchant characteristics and behaviour, and market 
structure, is based on interviews with 14 (including the dominant) 
merchants in Chiang Mai. This will be discussed in the following sections. 
3.2.1 Market structure
A total of 30 to 40 merchants in Chiang Mai are involved in upland 
crops, all of them handle at least two commodities. There are about 
30 merchants handling garlic and onions, 30 handling soybeans and 15 
handling peanuts. There are only 4 dominant merchants dealing in soybeans 
and 5 each in garlic and peanuts. Most of these merchants were unwilling 
to provide sufficient information for an accurate assessment of the actual 
quantities handled. Nonetheless, it is apparent that the size distribution 
of merchants follows the pattern of the Lorenz curve shown in Figure 3.1.
1.The original idea was to interview all of the Chiang Mai upland crop 
merchants. However, a complete list of merchants was not available. All 
of the known merchants in the two main trading areas (San Pakoi and Chang 
Puak) were approached and, among the other things, asked for the names 
and addresses of other merchants. Some merchants were not interviewed 
because they were not available, and others because their place of 
business could not be found or they were not then dealing in upland crops.
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This indicates that most merchants are relatively small with a few 
big merchants handling a large proportion of the produce passing through 
the market. Despite this, the market system appears competitive especially 
during the peak buying season when small firms enter the market. This is 
caused in part by the existence of many smaller merchants anxious to expand 
and to compete price-wise with the larger merchants.
This competition is reinforced by the tendency of rural merchants 
selling in Chiang Mai to first obtain price quotes from more than one 
source. The small firms are in the market for a period of 3 months, 
medium firms about 8 to 12 months and large firms operate the whole year 
round (Appendix 2). There is no merchant association in Chiang Mai1 and 
very few merchants are directly related to each other.
Primarily Chiang Mai merchants have their supplies delivered by the 
rural merchants. Most of these rural merchants are farmers who also buy
1. Chiang Mai merchants felt proud that they did not have an association 
because they sense that the Upland Crops Traders' Association in Bangkok 
has temporarily reduced competition among Bangkok merchants, at times to 
the Bangkok merchants' disadvantage.
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and sell the produce of other farmers in their own and surrounding villages 
(Section 3.1) and the remainder are full-time merchants, many of whom 
operate warehouses in or around the district towns. A small number of 
farmers take their own produce to market, but they only account for 10 
to 15 percent of the trade.
Chiang Mai merchants do compete in prices and the evaluation of 
quality, but normally suppliers are informed about prices only when they 
come to the merchants. The relationship between merchants and suppliers 
is generally stable and the same suppliers returning year after year.
The co-operatives at San Patong and San Sai sell most of their upland 
crops to the Chiang Mai merchants.
3.2.2 Merchant behaviour and characteristics
Generally Chiang Mai merchants are specialized handlers of upland 
crops. In this market, there is little horizontal integration, i.e. 
co-ordination, of marketing processes at the same level. There is some 
vertical integration (i.e. co-ordination between marketing processes in 
different levels) for the handling of peanuts in the drying and shelling 
processes.
Chiang Mai merchants also undertake sorting and grading of the produce 
they handle. Most merchants sort peanuts into 2 grades and garlic into 
at least large, medium and small sizes. Other activities include the 
shelling of peanuts and the pre-packing of garlic.
Results from the survey show that all but one of the merchants 
interviewed were Chinese; half of these were born in China and they 
all spoke the same Teow Chew dialect. These merchants had a minimum 
of 4 years of schooling and had been in business for an average of 18 
years - some for more than 30 years. None of the businesses reported 
had changed hands. Only one of the merchants is reported to have a
partner while the rest operate un-incorporated family businesses owned 
and run by single families.
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The merchants employed up to 8 permanent employees and during the 
main buying period from between 2 to 20 temporary workers (Appendix 2). 
Merchants dealing in garlic and those with peanut shellers had the 
largest staff because of the labour intensive activities involved. The 
permanent labourers were paid between 12 to 20 baht per day and the 
temporary workers were generally paid a piece rate (see also Chapter 5).
Each merchant had storage capacity roughly proportionate to his 
throughput of each commodity. In general, those specializing in garlic 
and peanuts had greater storage capacity because of the longer storage 
period involved. The biggest merchants had warehouse capacities of 
about 10,000 sacks while some of the smaller merchants had storage for 
about 1,000 (Appendix 2)*. Most storage was in sacks stacked on boards 
on the floor and losses of 1 to 3 percent due to insects, rodents and 
birds occurred. The exact manner of storage and drying, however, varied 
with the commodity handled.
As might be expected, all merchants are reported to undertake some 
longer term storage of commodities in order to take advantage of anti­
cipated price increases after the main harvesting and marketing periods. 
This storage period was 6 to 8 months for garlic, 2 to 3 months for 
peanuts and 1 to 2 months for soybeans. Furthermore, merchants prefer 
to avoid large sudden shipment to Bangkok for fear of 'breaking' the 
Bangkok price: instead they tend to ship smaller, more even, movements.
In general, Chiang Mai merchants buy directly from the rural 1
1. Since the level of annual transactions is unknown, it is difficult 
to estimate the ratio of storage capacity to total business to give a 
clearer picture of storage activity.
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merchants or producers in lots of 20 to 60 sacks, and pay cash on 
delivery. About half of the merchants are reported to have advanced 
money to their more permanent suppliers - mostly about 1,000 baht, 
sometimes as much as 10,000 baht per supplier for 1 to 3 months. Generally 
no interest is charged although there was one case of a charge of 
3 percent per month.
There interest-free loans help to consolidate the merchants' 
relationships and trust with the producers. In an Asian society, this 
imposes an 'obligation' on the part of the producers to the merchants 
and enables the merchants to have a 'hold' on the producers. This 
would be advantageous to the merchants at the time of trading. Thus 
in the long run, this may be more beneficial to the merchants than the 
practice of charging a fixed interest rate on loans.
Chiang Mai merchants primarily sell their supplies to Bangkok.
Each of these merchants normally establishes stable relationships 
with 2 to 5 merchants in Bangkok who also supply him with price 
information. The Chiang Mai merchant also receives interest-free loans 
from these Bangkok merchants. About half of the merchants interviewed 
reported receiving advances of 10,000 to 100,000 baht (for a comparison 
with working capital, see Appendix 2), mostly for 1 to 2 weeks. However, 
loans from commercial banks are considered to be more important. Generally 
most merchants felt that their business operations have been limited at 
times by inadequate working capital and potential bank credit. This is 
particularly true during the buying season when Bangkok prices are 
considered unfavourable and merchants would prefer to store the commodity 
in Chiang Mai rather than sell it immediately in Bangkok.
If, in fact, the buying activities of the merchants are constrained 
from time to time by capital shortages (particularly during the farmers' 
main marketing period), then this would result in disproportionately low
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prices to farmers since a given quantity of merchants' funds would have 
to be spread over a larger quantity of farm produce (Appendix 3).
3.3 The Bangkok central/terminal market
Bangkok is the main central/terminal market for all upland crops. 
Most merchants in Bangkok normally handle more than 5 upland crops with 
the large merchants concentrating on maize. However, they tend to 
specialize in a particular type of commodity, e.g. beans and peas, or 
garlic with onions and chili.
The survey indicated that there are 86 members of the 1 Upland Crop 
Traders' Association', of which 10 percent are brokers, 70 percent are 
brokers and wholesalers, and 20 percent are wholesalers. Generally, 
Bangkok merchants also transfer orders from the oil factory and exporters 
to the regional markets. Hence they play a role in determining the flow 
of upland crops to the central/terminal market.
The survey (1973-74) indicated that about 75 percent of the supplies 
from Chiang Mai are sold through brokers in Bangkok. From the prices 
received by the Chiang Mai merchants, these brokers received a commission 
of 3 percent for selling peanuts and soybeans and 5 percent for selling 
garlic. Katikarn (1973) found that merchants in Sawankaloke paid only 
1 percent commission charge for peanuts and soybeans. The differences 
between the commissions paid in these two regions was due to the different 
patterns of trade and contracts between the merchants in these two regions 
and their counterpart in Bangkok. Brokers normally do not store crops 
and generally pass them immediately through to the buyers in Bangkok. 
However, some of the large brokers sometimes act as wholesalers when they 
expect the prices to go up.
Chiang Mai merchants are paid by drafts or money orders. After 
supplies are sold, these drafts may come back with the trucks if goods are
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on the day they reach the terminal market. On the other hand, supplies 
might be held until the price rises to meet the level required by the 
Chiang Mai merchants. In this case, the cost of storage (1 baht per 
sack per month) will be paid by the Chiang Mai merchants after the 
deduction of the brokers' commission. Normally, this storage facility 
is privately owned and separated from the brokers' and wholesalers business. 
But it is possible that some wholesalers might rent out some excess 
capacity to brokers or other wholesalers.
Wholesalers, on the other hand, buy upland crops and resell them to 
exporters, the oil processing industry, sub-wholesalers^ in Bangkok, and 
wholesalers in other provinces for retailing. The storage capacity of 
the large wholesalers is about 10,000 tons, about 5,000 tons for medium 
wholesalers, and capacity under 3,000 tons is considered small. Whole­
salers earn their profit by the correct anticipation of prices and 
adjustment of their stocks and flows to the demand and supply conditions. 
Payments are made immediately on transfer of merchandise. Wholesalers 
also grade commodities, especially peanuts.
Both brokers and wholesalers send price information, or 'Hang Cheng', 
to many merchants in the central markets two or three times a week, or 
in urgent cases, they may telephone price changes. The effects on 
prices of brokers and wholesalers is not easily distinguished since the 
translation of demands into the market stream is done by both.
3.4 Transportation
The transportation system from Chiang Mai to the Bangkok market is 
well developed. Products are shifted by train and trucks. The importance 
of rail has declined since the completion of the super-highway from 1
1. Sub-wholesalers buy merchandise from wholesalers and sell to retailers 
in Bangkok and up-country wholesalers.
Bangkok to Chiang Mai in 1972. Now it takes only one day to transport 
commodities by trucks, the 800 km from Chiang Mai to Bangkok. By rail,
it takes one day to the main Bangkok station, plus another shipment within 
Bangkok.
Normally Chiang Mai merchants send their products by private road 
transport companies. Merchants telephone the truck companies to collect 
supplies from their shops or warehouses and the trucks normally leave 
with full loads for Bangkok in the afternoon. However, transport by 
rail to other markets like Nakorn Sawan and Ayudhaya is still convenient.
Freight rates vary from season to season according to the demand for 
their services, the kinds of commodities to be transported and the size 
of the containers. In general, freight rates are highest in the harvest 
period when Chiang Mai merchants try to deliver their goods to Bangkok 
soon after buying. This is due to inadequate storage facilities and the 
need to turnover stocks as quickly as possible.
Supplies to Bangkok decline in quantity and frequency after the peak 
season. For example, in the peak season a merchant sends an average of 
80 baskets of garlic daily to Bangkok. For the rest of the year this 
declines to less than 30 baskets every 2 or 3 days or even less frequently.
Transportation is a major cost item in marketing. This cost could 
be reduced if Chiang Mai merchants co-operated to hire trucks and sent 
their goods to Bangkok in full truck-loads instead of the present system 
of paying for their individual loads. However, this is unlikely to 
happen since Chiang Mai merchants are highly competitive and prefer not 
to co-operate in this regard. Furthermore, the existing transport services 
are satisfactory and convenient to the merchants. Generally the 
transportation system is not likely to be a major impediment to marketing, 
but rather a factor which is facilitating the marketing and agricultural
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development of this region.
3.5 Price formation and price variations of selected crops
3.5.1 Price formation
After the appropriate adjustments for brokerage, transportation and 
profit margins, the price levels in Chiang Mai generally appear to be 
determined by the Bangkok wholesale prices. (The nature of these price 
relationships is dealt with in Chapter 4). This is particularly true 
for the major upland crops.
Bangkok has no formally organised commodity market. Prices, although
mainly determined by supply and demand forces, are also influenced by a
small group (up to six) of the most dominant merchants in each commodity.
Tongpan, et al (1974) found that there was no collusion amongst this small
group*. They have good access to information about arrivals in and around
2Bangkok and are able to estimate the daily demand for the commodity.
In addition to regular purchases for oil factories, merchants sometimes 
buy in larger quantities to add to their existing stocks in order to meet 
their contracts with exporters. This in turn leads to corresponding 
readjustments by all the other merchants. This would work against the 
benefits of the upcountry merchants who have little say in the final 
determined price. This is especially true in periods of uncertainty, such 
as during the harvesting period when there are large quantities of supplies. 
Then all the Bangkok merchants would withdraw from the market for a short 1
1. An exception to this, reported by the Chiang Mai merchants, is when 
the Upland Crop Traders' Association agrees on price following a period 
of uncertain supply or demand. But even in this case, Bangkok merchants 
are said to compete for supplies through a 'weight adjustment'.
2. For example, the Upland Crop Traders' Association collects information 
on rail arrivals daily and distributes it to all members. The trucking 
companies are reported to inform several merchants of their deliveries.
The merchants also observe the physical movements of supplies in and 
around the main market areas.
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period causing temporary disruptions in the upcountry markets. It is 
apparent that such behaviour works against the agricultural progress and 
development of Chiang Mai and other regions. The absence of such 
behaviour on the other hand, would help to stimulate marketing progress 
and development in these regions.
3.5.2 Price variations of selected crops
Monthly wholesale prices were used to analyse the price movements of 
several grades of soybeans, peanuts and garlic separately for the Bangkok 
and Chiang Mai markets. The data for Bangkok (1952-1973) and Chiang Mai 
(1966-1973) were obtained from the Department of Internal Trade and the 
Provincial Economist respectively. For Bangkok, the grades obtained for 
this analysis were different from those obtained elsewhere in this thesis. 
This is because the Daily Trade News was the source of the data used 
elsewhere. In the case of Chiang Mai, the grades obtained were similar 
since both groups of data came from the same source, i.e. the Provincial 
Economist.
Standard temporal price analysis techniques are used to separate the 
seasonal, trend and cyclical components of price fluctuations (Tongpan 
et al, 1974; Shepherd, 1963). The seasonal indices used in this study 
indicate the average variations for each month of prices around an annual 
average value of 100 (Table 3.4). They are calculated by averaging for 
each month the values of the actual monthly price as a percentage of the 
centered 12-month moving average price and adjusting the annual average to 
equal 100. (Thodey and Wiboonpongse, 1974:65).
3.5.2.1 Seasonal variations
The production of agricultural crops depends partially on climate 
and biological factors. In Chiang Mai, soybeans and peanuts are harvested 
twice a year at different seasons from other parts of the country. On the
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other hand, garlic is harvested only once a year at approximately the same 
time (February) as other parts of the country. These differences account 
largely for the short term price patterns observed for these crops in the 
Chiang Mai and Bangkok (Figure 3.2) markets.
Generally, the relative seasonal price variations observed for soybeans 
and peanuts have smaller amplitudes than those for garlic. The peak price 
period for soybeans is June to August in the Bangkok market and May to July 
in the Chiang Mai market. The prices start to fall in October for both 
markets. This coincided with the main harvesting season in Sawankaloke, 
the major soybean producing centre in the country (see Section 3.1). The 
variations observed for peanuts in Chiang Mai closely follow those in 
Bangkok with a peak price in February to April. The harvesting seasons 
for these two crops are different for each region (Tables 3.1, 3.2) thus 
ensuring a reasonably even flow of supplies to the markets throughout the 
year. This would be to reduce variability in prices and account for the 
comparatively small relative seasonal fluctuations observed.
In the case of garlic there is a very large build-up in supply in both 
the markets in February to April during the harvesting season (Table 3.3). 
Supplies for the remainder of the year come from stocks stored during the 
harvesting season. One would then expect the large seasonal price variations 
observed for garlic in both markets (Figure 3.2).
3.5.2.2 Long term price trends
Generally, long term price trends for agricultural production show 
an upward movement. The linear least square regression co-efficient, 
t-values and co-efficient of determination (R2) of the trend equations 
for all grades of these three crops in Bangkok and Chiang Mai markets are 
presented in Table 3.5. There is an upward trend for all crops of all 
grades in both the Chiang Mai and Bangkok markets. However, the extent of
TABLE 3.4
SEASONAL PRICE INDEX FOR GARLIC, SOYBEANS AND PEANUTS 
IN CHIANG MAI AND BANGKOK BY MONTHLY AVERAGE TO 1973
Commodity and Grade Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Avg SD*
(Seasonal Index)
Chiang Mai Buying Price
Garlic - first 74 56 61 86 102 105 108 116 123 122 125 124 100 25
Soybeans 96 97 97 99 103 109 109 103 104 95 95 94 100 5
Peanuts - shelled 100 101 103 111 104 102 100 93 96 93 97 99 100 5
Bangkok Wholesale
Price
Garlic - first 105 82 70 78 95 100 101 109 113 113 116 118 100 16
Soybeans - first 96 97 96 96 98 102 105 106 106 103 98 96 100 4
Peanuts - first 101 104 106 109 104 98 98 96 95 94 96 98 100 5
* Standard deviation expressed in percent i.e. conditional coefficient of variation. 
Source: Thodey and Wiboonpongse, 1974: 65.
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FIGURE 3.2
SEASONAL VARIATIONS OF SOYBEANS, PEANUTS AND 
GARLIC
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the variations around these trends differed considerably between crops.
The trend was not significant in the case of garlic in the Chiang Mai 
market, possibly due to the dominance of the large seasonal variations.
In addition, the data for the Chiang Mai market were obtained over a 
relatively short period (1966-1973) and this may have not been long enough 
to even out the large variations observed. On the other hand, the 
1 smoothing out1 of variations have been achieved in the Bangkok market 
where the data is for a much longer period (1952-1973).
3.5.2.3 Cyclical price movements
A cyclical price movement is a pattern that occurs regularly in 
deseasonalised values over a period of several years. The periodicity of 
a cycle is the time from one peak (or trough) to the next peak (or trough). 
Movements of this type have been given generalised explanations, such as 
the 'Cobwebs theorem' (Doll, et al, 1968; Shepherd, 1963).
Cyclical price movements can be calculated in a series of steps.
First the ratio of the deseasonalised values to the trend values (expressed 
as a percentage). This is known as the cyclical-irregular price movement. 
Next, the irregular price movements are removed from the cyclical 
irregular price movements by using the method of 5-month binomial moving 
averages. This is called the cyclical relatives. The actual prices, 
trend and cyclical relatives are plotted for Bangkok prices in Figure 3.3, 
a, b and c.
Only the cyclical movements in the Bangkok market are presented because 
the study period of the Chiang Mai prices was too short (8 years) to 
achieve a clear illustration of this variation. Only the cyclical relatives 
of first grade soybeans, first grade peanuts and first grade garlic are used 
to represent the price movements of each of the grades of these crops in
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TABLE 3.5
LINEAR TRENDS FITTED TO MONTHLY PRICES OF SOYBEANS,
PEANUTS AND GARLIC
Dependent variable 
(crops) constant
Trend
Coefficient
(month) t R2
Time
Period
No. of 
observ­
ations
Chiang Mai
Soybeans 180.138 1.274
(0.203)
6.39 0.28 1966-73 96
Shelled Peanuts 285.873 12.387
(0.1973)
8.14 0.38 1966-73 96
Unshelled Peanuts 173.373 1.019
(0.122)
8.37 0.40 1966-73 96
First grade Garlic 588.631 0.808
(0.957)
0.84 0.01 1966-73 96
Second grade Garlic 500.185 0.619
(0.969)
0.64 0.01 1966-73 96
Third grade Garlic 443.678 0.265
(0.914)
0.29 0.00 1966-73 96
Bangkok
First grade Soybeans 228.093 0.351
(0.059)
5.90 0.18 1952-73 264
Second grade Soybeans 173.747 0.602
(0.072)
8.32 0.25 1952-73 264
First grade Peanuts 375.334 0.561
(0.061)
9.12 0.24 1952-73 264
Second grade Peanuts 336.698 0.606
(0.078)
7.81 0.22 1957-73 104
First grade Garlic 434.021 1.520
(0.206)
7.38 0.17 1951-73 276
Second grade Garlic 353.467 0.967 
(0.201)
4.81 0.08 1951-73 276
N.B. Figures in the parenthesis are standard errors.
Bangkok since the relative price movements of each of the grades are 
similar.
The periodicity of the soybeans cycle was approximately four years 
between 1952 and 1966, since the cycle has 4 peaks and 4 troughs during 
this time. The amplitude of the cycles declined from the beginning of 
the period, and the fluctuations were smooth out from 1966 onwards.
Prices started to rise again at the end of the time series with the world 
price increased in 1971.
The peanuts cycle is shorter than that of soybeans, i.e. about 3 
year cycle, and the amplitude of the cycles is more regular. Tongpan 
et al, (1974) also found a similar result for soybeans and peanuts. For 
garlic, there was no cycle from 1951 to 1959. A cycle appears to have 
begun in 1959, peaked in May 1961 and was completed in November 1966. The 
relationship was not clear after 1968. The amplitude of the cycle was 
greater than those for soybeans and peanuts, due to the high seasonal 
fluctuation of garlic prices (see Fig. 3.3 c).
FIGURE 3.3 (a)
PRICE, TREND AND CYCLICAL MOVEMENT FOR 1ST GRADE SOYBEANS. (BKK)
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FIGURE 3.3 (b)
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FIGURE 3.3 (c)
ACTUAL PRICE, TREND AND CYCLICAL VARIATION FOR FIRST GRADE GARLIC FOR BANGKOK
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CHAPTER 4
PRICING EFFICIENCY : THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRICES IN 
THE CHIANG MAI AND BANGKOK MARKETS
4.1 Methodology and hypothesis
Pricing analysis was applied in this chapter to explain the 
relationships between prices in the Chiang Mai and Bangkok markets.
The hypothesis to be tested is that the Chiang Mai prices, PCM, of 
soybeans, peanuts and garlic are positively influenced by the prices 
for the same crops in Bangkok, P„„. This relationship is expressed as 
a linear function:
PCMt = Fo + aiPBKt + a2APBK + a3Dl + a4°2 + U1 ' - ^
Alternatively, the behaviour of the absolute margin, M^, which 
is the difference of the price received and the price paid by the 
Chiang Mai merchants, and the percentage margin, M_, could be related 
to the same factors in the manner expressed in equations (2) and (3).
M, = 3 + Lt ° SlPBKt + B2APBK + B3D1 + 64D2 + u2
M = Y + Y Pniz + Y„APniz + X,D, + y.d0 + X) -
hJ
r+
O 1 BKt 2 BK 3 1 4 2 3
A detailed explanation of these three equations are given in 
Section 1.5. The pricing relationships as expressed by equation (1) 
will be discussed in Section 4.2.1. The relationships with the marketing 
margins as expressed by equations (2) and (3) will be discussed in 
Section 4.2.2.
The principal explanatory variable in the above relationships is 
the Bangkok price, which is hypothesised to have a positive effect
on the Chiang Mai price, PCM, during the same weekly period. That is, 
Chiang Mai merchants are prepared to pay for supplies according to the 
prices they receive from Bangkok in the current period.
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The second explanatory variable is the change in the Bangkok price, 
which is the difference between the current price and the price in 
the previous period (APBK = PRK - P ). The APg^ is also hypothesised 
to have a positive effect on Pq«> independent of the level of the Bangkok 
price, because merchants in Chiang Mai not only determine their prices on 
current Bangkok price, but would also be inclined to pay higher prices if 
their expectations were that Bangkok prices were going to rise.
The two dummy variables, and D„, represent the Chiang Mai merchants' 
buying and selling seasons. (Buying and selling activities go on con­
currently nearly throughout the year). The periods with substantial buying 
or selling activity, the in-season, are given an arbitrary value of 1; 
and the periods with a low activity level, the off-season, are given an 
arbitrary value of 0. These periods are determined from information obtained 
in the survey from merchants in the Chiang Mai and Bangkok markets.
The time of the in-season for buying and selling for soybeans, peanuts 
and garlic are shown in Table 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. These in­
seasons coincided with the harvesting seasons and hence varied from crop 
to crop. Generally the in-season for selling is comparatively longer than 
that for buying and extends beyond the harvesting seasons.
For buying, the price level of the in-season in Chiang Mai would be 
expected to be lower than that of the off-season due to the increase in 
supply. Part of this price decline in Chiang Mai would be explained by a 
concommitant decline in the Bangkok price. But to the extent that the 
Bangkok price is not completely determined by supplies, an additional and 
separate seasonal effect may occur. The expected relationship between
D, and P_.. then would be negative.1 CM
VSS63102CFB
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For selling, demand from Bangkok would increase for the in-season 
and hence raise the price received by the Chiang Mai merchants, and 
consequently that paid to the supplier. The expected relationship between 
£>2 and then would be positive.
The parameters of the relationships in equations (1) to (3) were 
estimated by multiple linear regression techniques from weekly obser­
vations which were available over the period 1967 to 1973. It was by 
no means clear that the relationships between weekly observations were 
sufficiently stable from year-to-year to justify pooling all observations 
for a single estimate of parameter values over the entire period.
In order to test the validity of pooling all observations over 
all years, an analysis of variance was undertaken on three additive 
components of deviations from the overall regression (Chakravarti et al, 
1967; Scheffe, 1959; Williams, 1959). These three components are:
(i) deviations about independent annual regressions,
(ii) independent annual regressions about annual regressions 
constrained to have a common set of coefficients apart 
from the intercept (constant) term, and
(iii) annual means about a common regression based on pooled 
with-in year variations.
Under a hypothesis of no year-to-year difference between the 
'slopes' of the annual regressions (i.e. a common set of coefficients 
apart from the intercept) there should be no significant difference 
between the mean square deviations of components (i) and (ii)• This can 
also be tested by the appropriate F test.
This procedure was followed for each crop. In all cases deviations 
of the independent annual regressions about the corresponding constrained 
annual regressions were significant at the 1 per cent level. Hence it was
5decided to proceed on the basis of independent annual regressions.
Annual regressions were estimated from the weekly observations 
for each crop. But the weekly observations are autocorrelated through 
time, and under such circumstances it is quite likely that the deviations 
from the regressions themselves will be autocorrelated. Under these 
circumstances, whereas ordinary least squares estimates remain 'unbiased1, 
they are no longer 'best1 (i.e. there are alternative estimates which 
have lower variance) and an estimate of the autocorrelation of the 
deviations must be built into the estimation techniques. (Wonnacot 
and Wonnacot, 1972; Kmenta, 1972; Theil, 1971; Yamane, 1970: Chakravarti, 
1967) .
Dub in-Watson statistics for autocorrelation of deviations were 
estimated for each of the annual regressions based on ordinary least 
squares estimates. In each case, the statistic was either in the 
significant or indeterminate range. Thus a general linear autoregressive 
relationship between deviations was hypothesised such that has 
minimum autocorrelation:
v+t
where: u = error term of the observation
v = random disturbance of 
6 = coefficient of autoregression 
t = time period t
This autoregressive system can in turn be built into the estimation 
technique.
The approach can be illustrated using a single order autoregressive 
model.
vt - “ - ext ♦ vt 
ut “ Y + «ut - vt
(i)
(ii)
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‘Y = dependent variable 
X = independent variable 
t) = error term of observations 
v = random disturbance of u 
t = time period of t 
a,3,Y and 6 = parameters.
By multiplying equation (i) by 6 and lagging 1 period
fNjfaf = a6+36Xt_1+6ut_1 (iii)
Subtracting (iii) from (i)
= a(l~6)+6Yt_1 + 3(Xt~6Xt_^) + (ut~6ut_1) (iv)
The last term of (iv) is (Y+V^) which is not autocorrelated. Hence 
least squares estimates of (iv) have minimum variance. There are 
several approaches to the estimation of equation (iv) for which computer 
routines are available.
An autoregressive estimation technique was applied to each annual 
regression for each crop, using up to 8 lags for each equation to test 
the degree of autocorrelation. In most cases only 2 lagged periods seemed 
necessary. A somewhat arbitrary cut-off point, where the lag coefficient 
ceased to be greater than its standard error, was used to establish the 
optimum order of autocorrelation in the estimate. In all cases the mean 
square error of the estimates was reduced, and the student t values of 
individual coefficients was increased.
4.2 Results and discussions
4.2.1 Principal variables
In this study, soybeans were ungraded; peanuts were graded as 
unshelled and shelled in the Chiang Mai market, and as unshelled and 
first and second grade shelled in the Bangkok market; garlic was graded
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as first, second and third grades in both markets. The average prices 
and price differences for these crops (and their grades) in the Chiang 
Mai and Bangkok markets together with the marketing margins are given in 
Appendices 4a-f.
The variables P^, APg^, and were used in an attempt to account 
for changes in the Chiang Mai prices (P„p for all crops. Other factors 
which may contribute to the variations in the Chiang Mai price have 
not been identified; one such may be the supply of soybeans to the 
Chiang Mai and Bangkok markets, but no supply information is available 
on a weekly basis.
For soybeans, the values of the coefficients of determination (R1 2) 
for the whole period (1967 to 1970 and 1972) were significant at the 
1 per cent level and ranged from 0.59 to 0.80 with an average of 0.55 
(Table 4.1). Dubin-Watson statistics showed there was no significant 
autocorrelation among the disturbances.
Table 4.1 shows that PD1/ was the most important factor accountingdK
for the variations in the Chiang Mai prices. This assessment was based 
on the t-values of the estimates of a„, and . The values of 
ranged from -0.16 to 0.54. The negative value of 6L for 1970 was 
insignificant. This may be due to the fact that in this year, Chiang 
Mai merchants based their buying prices more on the difference in prices 
they received (i.e. 6L was significant.) The values of d^ showed that 
changes in ?CM were generally less than half those of PgK.
1. In 1969, the average weekly price in Bangkok remained constant from 
January to June due to the stable demand from the oil industry and export.
The price in Chiang Mai, on the other hand, varied almost every month, 
although the variations were small. The apparent unsatisfactory result 
of the regression equation (R2=0.09) for that year is therefore more a 
result of insufficient variation of the regressor and dependent variables 
than of an inadequate specification of the relationship.
2. Throughout this chapter d is used to represent the regression estimate
of the hypothetical parameter a. Similar designations are used for estimates 
of other parameters.
TABLE 4.1
THE REGRESSION OF THE CHIANG MAI PRICE (P„w)CM ON THE BANGKOK PRICE *-PBK), THE CHANGE IN
BANGKOK PRICE (APbk) buying SEASON (Dl) AND SELLING SEASON (D2) FOR SOYBEANS,
1967-1972a
Year ao S1 S2 S3 S4 H t2 t3 H R2
1967 156.8 0.270 . 
(0.198)
h 0.121
(0.135)
9.549
(5.948)
-5.175
(9.714)
1.38 0.89 1.61 1.61 0.60
1968 83.68 0.544
(0.152)
0.344
(0.182)
-8.669
(4.55)
3.457
(5.264)
3.58 1.88 1.90 0.66 0.70
1969 151.13 0.217
(0.157)
0.786
(0.694)
-5.040
(5.769)
6.78
(10.168)
1.41 1.13 0.87 0.66 0.09
1970 242.49 -0.156
(0.206)
0.718
(0.234)
-4.902
(4.349)
6.825
(1.03)
0.75 3.05 1.13 1.03 0.57
1971 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
1972 145.74 0.401
(0.084)
-0.068
(0.039)
-5.45
(7.85)
9.54
(10.48)
4.76 1.74 0.75 0.91 0.80
a) For definition of terms (a) see Section 4.1
b) Standard error.
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The second most important variable was APDI.. The values of the 
coefficients of APBj(, &2 ranged from -0.07 to 0.79 with an average of
0.32. There was generally a positive relationship between P„, and AP_„.CM BK
The coefficients of the dummy variables and D„ were generally 
not significant. There may well be other factors offsetting the effects 
of the buying and selling seasons: such as unusual changes in the conditions 
of demand and supply and the merchants' anticipations. This suggests 
that as it stands, and D_ may not be appropriate variables for 
explaining the price level in the Chiang Mai market.
For peanuts, the Chiang Mai shelled prices (Pp^g) were regressed 
against those of Bangkok first grade shelled ) and second grade
shelled (Pgv?) peanuts. Similarly, the prices of Chiang Mai unshelled 
(Pcmjj) were regressed against those of Bangkok unshelled (Pg^y) and 
shelled (first and second grade) peanuts.
The results for the period 1967 to 1972 are presented in Table 4.2 
a - e. In general, the order of the regression coefficients of the 
variables, PD„, APD„, D. and 0o are similar to those obtained for soybeans.
In the regressions of the prices for Chiang Mai shelled peanuts, the 
values obtained for the coefficient 6^ with respect to PBK2 (Table 4.2b) 
are higher than those with respect to PB„. (Table 4.2a). This may be 
due to the fact that there are two grades of shelled peanuts in the Bangkok 
market, but only one grade in Chiang Mai. Consequently the margin for 
first grade shelled peanuts is consistently higher than that of second 
grade (see Appendix 4b). Thus the coefficients for PgK2 are likely to be
higher than those for PgjQ to offset this.
The price of unshelled peanuts in Chiang Mai appears to follow that of 
the shelled rather than that of the unshelled peanuts in the Bangkok market
TABLE 4.2(a)
THE REGRESSION OF THE CHIANG MAI PRICE FOR SHELLED PEANUTS (P ) ON THE BANGKOK PRICE FOR FIRST
GRADE PEANUTS (PD1Z) , THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICE (APD„) OF THE SAME GRADE, BUYING 
dK dK
SEASON (Dl), AND SELLING SEASON (D2),
1967 - 1972a
Year ao *1 S2 a3 S4 f! *2 t3 R2
1967 227.92 0.318 , -0.135 -10.26 -2.836 3.22 2.02 0.98 0.28 0.53
(0.098) (0.067) (10.41) (9.974)
1968 109.58 0.610 -0.031 16.729 -19.01 7.52 0.16 1.94 1.84 0.80
(0.081) (0.189) (9.63) (10.31)
1969 215.54 0.326 -0.221 7.052 21.417 2.25 2.45 0.84 2.02 0.79
(0.145) (0.090) (8.445) (10.593)
1970 149.39 0.387 -0.466 3.074 8.205 2.76 3.97 0.55 1.16 0.80
(0.138) (0.117) (5.55) (7.095)
1971 154.13 0.472 -0.309 -13.50 -20.61 2.37 7.71 0.86 1.14 0.49
(0.199) (0.181) (15.59) (17.92)
1972 180.57 0.499 -0.278 -19.109 3.236 5.52 2.60 1.40 0.21 0.70
(0.091) (0.107) (13.639) (15.46)
Footnote: (a) ibid
(b) ibid
TABLE 4.2(b)
THE REGRESSION OF THE CHIANG MAI PRICE FOR SHELLED PEANUTS (P„w) ON THE BANGKOK PRICE FOR SECOND GRADECM
PEANUTS (P_„), THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICE (AP_„) OF THE SAME GRADE, BUYING SEASON (Dl),bK bK
AND SELLING SEASON (D2) , 1967-1972a
Year % S1 S2 ^3 S» t2 | Jg R2
1967 115.48 0.601(0.136)b -0.194(0.114)
-1.862
(9.551)
1.576
(9.126)
4.39 1.69 0.20 0.17 0.59
1968 141.77 0.549
(0.089)
-0.299
(0.080)
21.336
(10.885)
15.27
(11.676)
6.10 3.76 1.96 1.31 0.75
1969 36.48 0.784
(0.175)
-0.406
(0.112)
12.892
(8.999)
10.869
(9.312)
4.47 3.62 1.43 1.16 0.80
1970 158.29 0.394
(0.141)
-0.416
(0.121)
5.219
(5.299)
7.657
(7.051)
2.80 3.44 0.98 1.08 0.80
1971 189.198 0.523
(0.270
-0.151
(0.296)
11.78
(15.71)
19.31
(18.15)
1.94 0.51 0.75 1.06 0.45
1972 177.434 0.538
(0.091)
-0.388
(0.084)
5.219
(14.48)
8.52
(15.682)
6.95 4.58 0.54 0.74
Footnote: (a) ibid
(b) ibid
TABLE 4.2(c)
THE REGRESSION OF THE CHIANG MAI PRICE FOR UNSHELLED PEANUTS (PCM) ON THE BANGKOK PRICE FOR UNSHELLED
PEANUTS THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICE (APbk),
(D2), 1967-
BUYING
1970 a
SEASON (D ) AND SELLING SEASON
Year % ai a2 S3 S4 h t2 R2
1967 427.50 -0.235
(0.300)
h 0.403 
(0.217)
-7.20
(12.72)
-11.31
(11.13)
0.78 1.86 0.56 1.01 .44
1968 903.35 -0.046
(0.92)
0.919
(0.584)
21.66
(14.75)
38.357
(16.799)
2.21 1.65 1.47 2.28 .72
1969 - - - - - - - - - -
1970 304.79 0.153
(0.044)
-0.098
(0.041)
11.45
(4.96)
2.40
(7.09)
2.46 2.37 2.31 0.34 .77
Footnote: (a) ibid
(b) ibid
TABLE 4.2(d)
THE REGRESSION OF THE CHIANG MAI PRICE FOR UNSHELLED PEANUTS (P_.) ON BANGKOK PRICE FOR FIRSTCM
GRADE PEANUTS (P_v), THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICE (APDV), BUYING SEASON (D,) ,BK BK 1
SELLING SEASON (D2), 1967-1970a
Year ao S1 a2 fi3 a4 tl t2 *3 t4 R2
1967 202.06 0.05^ 
(0.41r
0.036
(0.032)
-11.262
(4.298)
-1.169
(1.148)
1.30 1.12 2.02 0.28 0.35
1968 202.76 0.052
(0.039)
-0.035
(0.03)
-11.13
(4.16)
-1.008
(4.03)
1.31 1.1 2.67 0.25 0.35
1969 - - - - - - - - - -
1970 -207.79 0.875
(0.379)
-0.746
(0.279)
-6.481
(17.107)
56.79
(17.06)
2.30 2.69 0.38 3.32 0.71
Footnote: (a) ibid
(b) ibid
TABLE 4.2(e)
THE REGRESSION OF THE CHIANG MAI PRICE FOR UNSHELLED PEANUTS (PCM) ON THE BANGKOK PRICE FOR SECOND 
GRADE PEANUTS (PDVO), THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICE (APDIZO), BUYING SEASON (D.) , SELLING SEASON (D_),
dK.Z dKZ 1 Z
1967-1970a
Year ao S1 ^2 a3 a4 *1 f3 l4 R2
1967 167.64 0.133(0.057)b -0.035(4.008)
-9.015
(4.204)
-0.097
(4.01)
2.23 0.02 2.14 0.02 0.39
1968 169.58 0.146
(0.143)
-0.035
(0.03)
-4.507
(16.039)
10.08
(17.75)
1.02 0.64 0.28 0.56 0.41
1969 - - - - - - - - - -
1970 -147.94 0.782
(0.428)
0.362
(0.416)
1.91
(16.35)
54.01
(19.21)
1.82 0.86 0.12 2.83 0.69
Footnote: (a) ibid
(b) ibid
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(Tables 4.2(d) and (e)). This was because Chiang Mai merchants paid for 
unshelied peanuts in accordance with their anticipations of the prices 
they would receive in Bangkok when the peanuts are shelled, and not in 
accordance with the price of the unshelled peanuts in the Bangkok market. 
Unshelled peanuts on the Bangkok market come mainly from the regions 
around Bangkok.
The prices of the three grades of garlic in Chiang Mai for the
period 1967 to 1973 were also regressed against those of Bangkok. The
results are presented in Appendices 5a, b and c. The order of the
regression coefficients of P_„, AP_„, D, and D~ were similar to thoseKN BK 1 Z
obtained for soybeans and peanuts. Generally, P was found to be theBK
most important explanatory factor, followed by APD1Z; the coefficients ofBK
the dummy variables, and D„, were generally not significant.
4.2.2 Marketing margins
The results of the regression of the absolute and percentage margins
on PD„, APdi., D1 and D„ for soybeans are given in Appendices 6a and b dK BK 1 Z
respectively. Those for first and second grade, and unshelled peanuts 
are given in Appendices 7a and b, 8a and b and 9a and b respectively. 
Results for first, second and third grade garlic are given in Appendices 
10a and b, 11a and b and 12a and b respectively.
The relationship between the regression coefficients of P (c^) 
and the absolute margin (8,) is negative for most cases (Table 4.3).
The exceptions are first grade peanuts and first grade garlic, but in 
neither of these cases was the relationship between and strong.
The negative relationship implies that marketing margins are lower when 
most of the change in the Bangkok price is passed on to the Chiang Mai 
producers. Under these conditions it would be the producers and rural 
merchants who would benefit most by a rise in Bangkok prices and suffer
TABLE 4.3
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THE REGRESSION OF 3, ON 61. FOR ALL CROPS
Crops Constant Coefficient of 
ai
R2
Soybeans 1.01 -1.11 
(0.15)(a)
0.97
1st peanuts 0.22 0.19
(0.15)
0.03
2nd peanuts 0.97 -0.95
(0.21)
0.79
1st garlic 0.18 0.34
(0.15)
0.48
2nd garlic 0.74 -0.64
(0.12)
0.85
3rd garlic 0.67 -0.62
(0.17)
0.72
(a) standard error.
most by a fall in Bangkok prices. Conversely it implies that when 
marketing margins are high most of the change in Bangkok prices is absorbed 
by Chiang Mai merchants or by other links in the marketing chain.
The relationship between the coefficients of the absolute margin (3.) 
and percentage margin (y^) is positive as shown in Table 4.4
This positive relationship is expected since the percentage margin 
is a direct derivative of the absolute margin. The relationship between 
6^ and y would hence be expected to be similar to that obtained in Table 
4.3. Equations (1) and (3) in Section 4.1 are simply three different ways 
of expressing the same relationship between P^M and Pg^. This can be seen 
from the behaviour of 6t , 3^ and y^ in Table 4.5 (and Appendices 13a and b, 
and 14a, b and c) . In years when 6t^ is high 3^ and y^ are low, and when 
S is low, 3^ and y^ are high.
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TABLE 4.4
THE REGRESSION OF ^ ON FOR ALL CROPS
Crops 
( )
Constant Coefficient 
of Yj
R2
Soybeans 0.016 2.34 
(0.14)a
0.99
1st peanuts 0.152 5.25
(0.25)
0.99
2nd peanuts -0.092 6.25
(0.14)
0.85
1st garlic 0.167 2.40
(0.75)
0.72
2nd garlic 0.139 2.77
(0.36)
0.94
3rd garlic 0.139 1.28
(0.68)
0.47
(a) standard error
TABLE 4 .5
THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS OF P WITH RESPECT TO PCM,
M1 AND M2 FOR SOYBEANS
Year S1(a) B^b) Y^c)
1967 0.27 0.75 0.27
1968 0.54 0.44 0.15
1969 0.22 0.79 0.27
1970 -0.16 1.10 0.43
1971 - - -
1972 0.40 0.67 0.13
Source: (a) Table 4.1
(b) Appendix 6(a)
(c) Appendix 6(b)
Table 4.5 shows that the values of 6c^, 3^ and for soybeans differ 
from year to year. These differences are hypothesised to be due to the 
merchants' policy of making a fixed profit. If this is the case, the 
marketing margin would decline and most of the change in the Bangkok prices 
would be passed on to the Chiang Mai producers as the quantity traded 
increases. Differences would then depend on the size of the local supply 
(QqP and the Bangkok price (PgK).
In order to test this hypothesis, 6L and 3, are expressed as a function 
of and (in tons). The relationships obtained for all crops are 
presented in Table 4.6.
TABLE 4.6
THE REGRESSION OF S ON AVERAGE ANNUAL BANGKOK PRICE (Pg^)
AND CHIANG MAI ANNUAL SUPPLY CQcmD 
FOR ALL CROPS.a
Crops Constant Coefficient 
°£ PBK
Coefficient
o£ qcm
R2
Soybeans -1.045 0.00681(0.001)b
-0.00003
(0.00001)
0.91
1st grade peanuts -0.1184 0.0017
(0.0006)
-0.0002
(0.00001)
0.77
2nd grade peanuts 0.603 -0.0004
(0.0014)
0.00013
(0.00012)
0.30
1st grade garlic 0.259 0.00012
(0.0022)
0.000001
(0.00019)
0.01
2nd grade garlic 0.707 0.00022
(0.0005)
-0.00001
(0.00093)
0.19
3rd grade garlic 0.734 0.00027(0.00035)
-0.0001
(0.000008)
0.37
(a) The relationship between H and average annual Bangkok price
(P ) and Chiang Mai annual supply (Q™,) for soybean is:BK A
3 = 0.2902 - 0.0011PBK + 0.00001Qcm
(0.0006) (0.000003)
R2 = 0.63
The relationships for the other crops are similar and are not 
presented here.
(b) Standard error.
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Table 4.6 shows that this relationship holds for soybeans and first 
grade peanuts. This implies that in a year of high prices in Bangkok, the 
amount of the price in Bangkok which is transmitted to Chiang Mai producers 
or rural supplies would be greater than in a year of low prices in Bangkok. 
But this would not determine the absolute total profit obtained by the 
Chiang Mai merchants since rising margins may be offset by declining quant­
ities. On the other hand, in a year of large supplies in Chiang Mai, the
amount of the price in Bangkok which is transmitted to the Chiang Mai prod­
ucers or rural suppliers would be smaller than in a year of small supplies.
However, the effects of these factors are self-cancelling as can be seen from
the price elasticity (of P_^) and the quantity elasticity (of QCM) • For
soybeans these values are 5.46 and -0.906. The effect of P_„ thus completely
dominates that of Q_,. in the transmission of price information from BangkokCM
to Chiang Mai.
The prices in Bangkok and Chiang Mai supplies do not sufficiently explain
the variations in the value of 6t^. More variables such as domestic supply (Q)
BK
and export (X) may be required. It is evident from above that it is not 
IV).Price elasticity of P • - ----- 1« I aVeIage P'= 0.0068 X BK
BK average y^
Quantity elasticity of QrM : E =-0.00003 x average Q
H XM --------~—average y.
2) The relationships of 6L as a function of these variables is given by the 
following equations:
2nd grade peanuts: S^= 1.24 + 0.261?^ - 8.3690^ - 0.00022Q - 0.000002X
(2.55) (17.74) (0.0025) (0.000005)
R2=0.92
1st grade garlic: 6^=0.911 + 0.0003P+ 0.000030^ - 0.028Q + 11.77X
(0.0001) (0.00001) (0.002) (4.54)
R2=0.99
2nd grade garlic: 6t^=-0.507 - 0.002Pg^ + 0.00002Qj-.^ + 0.0136 + 24.26X
(0.0002) (0.00001) (0.0045)
R2=0.96
3rd grade garlic: 6t^= 0.024 + 0.00006P- 0.OOOOOSQ^ + 0.011Q + 8.551
(0.00023) (0.000012) (0.004) (7.215)
R2=0.93
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possible here to test exhaustively the hypothesis that Chiang Mai merchants 
have a policy of making a fixed profit.
4.3 Conclusion
The general feature of the price relationships between Chiang Mai 
and Bangkok markets for all crops is that the Bangkok price, P „, is the
Din.
primary factor influencing price levels in Chiang Mai. In most cases 
Bangkok prices positively account for more than 50 percent of the Chiang 
Mai price levels. The extent of this influence varies from crop to 
crop and is largest for garlic and smallest for soybeans. The reasons for 
these variations are not well understood. Furthermore, any changes in 
are transmitted to the Chiang Mai market differently each year. It 
was shown that the response of P^ to ?BK (S^) is inversely related to the
^ /Xrate of response of the marketing margins (p. and Y^)- Although the values 
of vary from crop to crop, none of the values of 6^ is unity, indicating 
that there is no single case where the full price is perfectly transmitted 
from Bangkok to the Chiang Mai market.
The change in Bangkok price, APg^, is found to be significantly 
correlated with the Chiang Mai price for all crops as hypothesised. It 
is the next most important factor influencing ?CM even though in many cases 
its influence has not been as significant as expected. The dummy variables, 
and are generally found to have no statistically significant 
influence on PCM for all crops. The hypothesis of a negative effect of 
D and a positive effect of V>2 on PCM are therefore cannot be substantiated. 
Lastly, the effect of P^ is found to dominate that of the local supply 
(Q^ ) in the transmission of price information from Bangkok to Chiang Mai. 
However, these effects do not sufficiently explain the variations of .
It was therefore not possible to test rigorously the hypothesis that 
Chiang Mai merchants have a policy of making a fixed profit.
In any marketing system, perfect pricing efficiency would allow for
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marketing costs to be absorbed. Marketing costs generally vary from 
season to season and have an effect on unit costs. Such changes are taken 
into account in the determination of price levels in Chiang Mai. For 
instance, Chiang Mai merchants have to allow for the increase in storage 
cost with time and also the changes in transportation and container costs 
with the conditions of demand and supply. Similarly, an increase in 
Bangkok prices which is the result of a decrease in supply may not be fully 
transmitted to Chiang Mai even if there is perfect pricing efficiency in the 
marketing system. This is because the Chiang Mai merchants would have 
to cover the greater cost per unit arising from fixed costs when supply 
fails. Under these conditions changes in Bangkok prices will not be perfectly 
transmitted to Chiang Mai prices. It is therefore evident that a knowledge 
of marketing cost would be required to determine whether perfect pricing 
efficiency exists.
Improvements in pricing efficiency would enable information from 
consumers to be better transmitted to the producers and the Chiang Mai 
merchants. There are two ways in which this may be achieved:
1) improve the credit system for Chiang Mai merchants so that 
small firms could expand; this would also enable Chiang Mai 
merchants to have greater purchasing power during the harvesting 
period, thereby relieving the often depressed price offered to 
the producers,
2) encourage Chiang Mai merchants to use credit from local 
financial agents rather than from the Bangkok merchants; 
this would decrease their dependence on the Bangkok merchants 
and increase their flexibility in buying and selling their 
supplies. Consequently, prices would be expected to better 
reflect the demand and supply of the marketing system.
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This study has omitted a number of potentially important issues.
The analytical model used could be improved to incorporate some theoretical 
and empirical questions. Firstly, to explore whether non-linear equations 
could be used instead of a linear system and secondly, whether the 
introduction of other factors would improve the degree of explanation of 
the regression equation.
Limitations are primarily imposed by the absence of reliable data, 
especially production, volume of sales and volumes purchased. Another 
limitation of this analysis is an over-simplification be ascribing 
values to the dummy variables. These values should be weighed by indices 
of transaction volumes rather than by simply giving values of 0 and 1. 
Finally, no attempt was made to assess the present or potential efficiency 
of the marketing system, or to calculate the optimal size of the firm.
In the following chapter, an attempt is made to investigate and 
identify the problems of operational efficiency in the Chiang Mai market.
It is hoped that this will contribute to a better understanding of the 
overall efficiency of the marketing system between Chiang Mai and Bangkok.
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CHAPTER 5
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
5.1 Introduction
Operational efficiency is related to the ability of all marketing 
agents to utilize their resources in the time, form and place utilities 
(Section 2.2.2). Three essential steps are required to investigate the 
operational efficiency of the marketing system:
1) the identification of the factors influencing marketing cost 
structure,
2) the estimation of the relationships among these factors,
3) the determination of the 'optimum' or 'reasonably efficient' 
system, subject to political, social and value restraints 
(the standard for comparison), (French, 1967: 426).
The lack of information about the Chiang Mai marketing system, so 
essential to the analysis outlined in (2) and (3) above, greatly limits 
the scope of the present study in empirical investigations of the operational 
efficiency of the system. The information currently available only permits 
a study of (1).
In the absence of such information, it is difficult to develop 
quantitative estimates on the influence of, and the relationships among, 
the factors affecting the cost structure, i.e. step (2). However, the 
major factors of (1), together with a proposal for a conceptual framework 
for determining the 'optimum' system of (3) are discussed in this chapter.
For this study of the Chiang Mai market, the cost data obtained are 
expressed as handling costs per unit processed and overhead costs are 
calculated from the average value supplied by some of the merchants 
interviewed. Many necessary and specific items bearing on costs (e.g. 
the amount handled daily, the number of permanent labourers and their 
wages) are not available from the survey. This could be attributed mainly
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to the merchants' unwillingness to provide the information required. It 
is evident that the information available does not permit an analysis 
of economies of scale. However, it is possible to indicate the 
components of handling costs and the cost per unit. The nature of some 
of the inter-relationships among these components and the efficiency with 
which they are deployed could also be elicited.
5.2 Factors influencing costs
The major factors influencing the cost structure and subsequently 
the efficiency of the Chiang Mai central crop market are discussed below.
5.2.1 Scale of firm
Scale relationships may be involved in many dimensions of the 
marketing process. They include economies of size in wholesaling, 
processing and storing, and may be defined as 'technical', 'commercial' 
and 'managerial'. (Section 2.2.2).
Cost/scale analysis is the most common measure used to indicate 
operational efficiency, since it is the only quantitative and applicable 
measure (French, 1967). However, it may not fully reflect the extent or 
scope of operational efficiency. And as pointed out by French (1967: 429), 
the excessive aggregation and uncertainties regarding operating 
characteristics and conditions of the firms included would make any 
conclusions about the quantitative nature of scale economies highly 
tentative and unreliable. (See also 5.4). This being the case, it may be 
useful to adopt some method of comparison whereby the operational 
efficiency in a system could be compared with another system (French, 1967; 
Waugh, 1954).
5.2.2 The main components of produce handling
As mentioned in Chapter 3, Chiang Mai merchants usually send their 
crops to market by truck rather than by train. They do not own the trucks
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and the transportation costs vary as the demand for the services changes 
throughout the year. Merchants can reduce this cost item only when they 
handle very large volumes and hire the whole truck, which is uncommon.
Chiang Mai merchants try to safeguard themselves against risk and to 
prevent the prices they receive from falling by maintaining an even supply 
to Bangkok (Section 3.2.2). This results in sending quantities of less 
than one truck-load to Bangkok frequently than sending full truck-loads 
less frequently. Furthermore, supplies vary from season to season.
Under these circumstances, it may not be economical for a firm to own 
trucks unless it engages in other business that requires this service.
Some prepacking activities, such as grading and packing peanuts, can 
be done by machines instead of by using labour. Labourers are presently 
being paid piece rates and the merchants would not be able to reduce the 
cost per unit. However, if payment on a time basis is possible, merchants 
would be able to provide extra training and develop a personal relationship 
with these employees. This may result in higher labour productivity 
thereby reducing the per unit cost. The selection of these methods depends 
on the size of supply handled, productivities of capital and labour and 
initial cost of capital, operating cost and wage rates.
5.2.3 Methods of adjustment to demand and supply
Seasonal variation in supply and demand leads to fluctuations in prices 
and marketing margins to the Chiang Mai merchants. Because of wide 
fluctuations in prices and profits, the Chiang Mai merchants need to develop 
a stock management policy. From the merchant's point of view, he has to 
evaluate the benefit to him of holding stock, which would be based on the 
anticipation of rising prices and which would be evaluated against costs 
of holding stock. He could own a warehouse which would involve a large 
fixed cost, but the costs per unit of stock would be low and variable.
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Alternatively, he could hire a warehouse which would incur no fixed cost 
but the variable cost would be larger and be incurred on the basis of a 
fixed charge per unit of stock. Unlike the former, in which the average 
total cost per unit of stock could vary, the latter has a constant 
average total cost instead. As a compromise, he could own a warehouse 
of a smaller size than he might need at peak season and hire a public 
warehouse when the need arises. The time period of storage, size and 
allocation of stock would depend on prices anticipated to cover storage 
cost, and cost and risk involved in hiring public warehouses.
Experience in Chiang Mai has shown that medium and large firms adopt 
the last option but again they normally had storage capacity roughly 
proportional to their throughput of each commodity (Section 3.2.2). Small 
firms normally do not hold stock but would hire a public warehouse when 
they decide to do so. Public warehouses (run by local government) are 
not popular in this market and there is no significant private warehouse 
business in Chiang Mai. The optimum allocation of stock and size of 
stock could possibly be estimated by simulation methods (Polopolus, 1965; 
Orcutt et al, 1960).
5.2.4 Integration and multi-product firms
There are vertically integrated and multi-product firms in the 
Chiang Mai market (Section 3.2.2). Such firms provide utilities of time 
and form for more than one commodity, and their operational efficiency 
should be assessed in the light of handling all crops as well as 
individual crops (French, 1954). Since each marketing function has its 
own cost structure, the integrated and multi-product firms would have the 
combination of cost structures of the combined activities. The cost 
structures for individual products may show an inefficient operation if 
evaluated on a pro-rata allocation of all fixed costs, but the operation
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of the firm as a whole may be efficient. This may be due to complementary 
relationships in that the firm handles apparently unprofitable commodities 
to utilize some excess capacity of resources which have zero shadow prices. 
Such operations reduce average fixed costs of the main products and 
thereby increase the efficiency of the firm. However, the problem of 
allocating costs among products and activities makes the assessment of 
the efficiency of this type of firm a difficult task.
5.3 Marketing costs to Chiang Mai merchants
Marketing costs may be divided into handling costs and overhead 
costs. Handling costs may further be classified into two categories, 
i.e. those direct costs which are determined by the volume of sales 
(unit costs) and those which are determined by the value of sales (ad 
valorum costs). The former includes containers, prepacking, packing, 
loading, unloading and transportation. The latter are business tax and 
commission paid to the Bangkok brokers. Overhead costs include administration 
costs and interest charged for capital invested.
5.3.1 Nature of some cost items
The nature of some cost items involved are listed below:
(a) Container: contains an average of 80 kg for garlic,
102.50 kg for peanuts, and 117.50 kg for 
soybeans; the price of containers varies 
seasonally, one container for garlic in 1972- 
73 cost 7.25 baht and for peanuts and 
soybeans, 9-10 baht.
(b) Prepacking: garlic involves derooting, bunching and
grading, is done by temporary labour and is 
paid on a weight or basket basis; peanuts 
involve grading and packing only which is done 
immediately after shelling, and payment is on
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a sack basis; for soybeans, no cost to the
merchant is involved since this product is
supplied in sacks.
(c) Packing: only for garlic, and occurs after prepacking;
it is done by temporary labour paid on a basket
basis.
(d) Loading
and
Unloading:
undertaken by temporary labour paid on unit
basis; the average cost is approximately 7 baht
per sack or basket.
(e) Transp­
ortation:
mainly by truck; for garlic varies seasonally,
about 18-23 baht per basket in 1972-73; for
soybeans and peanuts, relatively constant about
17-18 baht.
(f) Brokers brokers handle about 75 percent of the Chiang 
Commission:
Mai supply to Bangkok; the rate charged for
garlic is 5 percent of sale value and 3 percent
for peanuts and soybeans.
(g) Business
tax:
a government levy of 1 percent sales tax
which is paid by Chiang Mai merchants.
(h) Overhead
costs:
includes office rent, permanent labour,
telephone and other office costs, electricity
and interest charged for capital invested.
5.3.2. Breakdown of cost components
Table 5.1 shows the relative importance of each cost item of the 
handling cost.
For soybeans, transportation was the most important factor. It
accounted for 45 percent of the total handling cost, followed by the cost 
for container and commission with 21 and 20 percent respectively.
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For peanuts, transportation was the most important factor, accounting 
for 28 percent, followed by grading and packing with 24 percent. The 
container was less important than it was in the case of soybeans. *
TABLE 5.1
COMPONENTS OF HANDLING COSTS IN BAHT AND PERCENTAGE
BASED ON PRICES IN 1972
Soybeans 1st grade peanuts 1st grade garlic
baht/sack % baht/sack % baht/basket %
1. basket/sack 8.50 21.19 8.50 13.90 7.25 10.26
2. cut root/bunching/ - - ) 12.00 16.98
grading ) 15.00 24.55
3. packing - - ) 2.00 2.83
4. loading and 2.00 4.99 2.00 3.27 2.00 2.83
unloading
5. transportation 18.00 44.88 17.50 28.64 20.00 28.30
6. business tax (1%) 3.57 8.90 (1%) 5.57 9.12 (1%) 5.78 8.18
*7. commission(2.25%) 8.04 20.04 12.54 20.52(3 .75%)21.64 30.62
(2 .25%)
Total 40.11 100.00 61.11 100.00 70.67 100.00
Average cost/kg 0.34 0.60 0.88
* 75% of 3% for soybeans and peanuts 
75% of 5% for garlic (see Section 3.2)
Note: 1 basket of garlic = 80kg
1 sack of soybeans =117.50kg
1 sack of peanuts =102.50kg
For garlic, commission to the brokers was the most significant item, 
followed by transportation and prepacking costs of 31 percent, 28 percent 
and 17 percent, respectively. The significance of commission of each 
crop depends on the value of crops sold.
Two major components - commission and transportation - are beyond 
the merchants' control. The other major component, prepacking cost, 
may however be subject to their control. For the overall system, the 
merchants appear unlikely to be able to improve handling efficiency
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since large components of the handling costs are determined by the 
market structure and consequently are beyond his control. The handling 
costs may be reduced if the marketing organization is changed.
5.3,3 Costs and margins
Data on the costs of handling these crops are available from the 
Survey conducted in 1972-73. The information obtained is consistent 
from merchant to merchant. Price differences may be calculated from 
the price of a unit of supply at the time of purchase, P M (Chapter 4) 
and the price received at the time of sale, PD„. This price difference 
is the gross margin; . In this case, the cost for storing a unit of 
supply for this period would be covered by the gross margin after 
deduction of the overhead cost. However, information on the cost of 
providing this time utility is not available. Instead, the mean annual 
values of Bangkok price (P , Chiang Mai price (P^) and the Chiang Mai 
merchants' handling costs are used to estimate the net marketing margins 
for the various crops in the Chiang Mai market. The gross margin is 
given by the difference of the average annual P^ and P„^ values. The 
net margin is given by the gross margin less handling costs and does not 
include the Chiang Mai merchants' overhead costs. Hence it would be 
expected to be positive and high enough to cover the overhead costs 
plus 'normal' profit.
Average prices, handling costs and margins for soybeans and peanuts 
for 1972, and garlic for 1972 and 1973 are presented in Table 5.2. Positive 
values of net margins are obtained for all except the second grade 
peanuts in 1972, all the grades of garlic in 1972 and the third grade 
garlic in 1973. The positive net margins values obtained vary from crop 
to crop and range from 0.08 baht per kg (almost negligible) for soybeans 
to 0.35 baht per kg for second grade garlic in 1973. These values may
TABLE 5.2
HANDLING COSTS AND MARKETING MARGINS 
FOR SOYBEANS, PEANUTS AND GARLIC
1972 § 1973 (AVERAGE OF WEEKLY PRICES)
Soybeans
1972
1st grade 
Peanuts
1972
2nd grade 
Peanuts 
1972
1st grade 
Garlic
1972 1973
2nd grade 
Garlic
1972 1973
3rd grade
Garlic
1972 1973
* Bangkok price (PD„)
dK 357.20 557.60 518.65 577.60 764.00 517.60 692.00 456.80 463.20
*Chiang Mai price
|po3 307.85 462.27 462.27 561.60 667.20 518.40 568.00 445.60 440.80
Gross margin 49.35 95.33 56.38 16.00 96.80 -0.80 103.20 11.20 22.40
Less: Handling cost
Fixed handling cost 28.50 43.00 43.00 43.25 43.25 43.25 43.25 43.25 43.25
Business tax 3.57 5.57 5.18 5.78 7.64 5.18 6.72 4.56 4.63
Commission 8.04 12.54 11.70 21.64 28.65 19.41 23.52 17.13 17.37
Net Margin (basket 
or sack) 9.40 24.22 -3.50 -54.67 17.26 -68.64 28.03 -53.74 -22.75
Net margin (kg) 0.08 0.24 -0.03 -0.68 0.22 -0.85 0.35 -0.67 -0.28
Source: *Appendices 4a, b, d, e § f converted from P_„/100kg to dK PD„/basket or sackdK in baht.
PJ/lO’Qkg to P^/basket or sack in baht.
00
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be used to indicate the size of a 'notional1 margin required for the 
various crops whereby Chiang Mai merchants could cover overhead costs 
and reap at least a 'normal' profit. The size of this 'notional' margin 
and consequently the profit to the Chiang Mai merchants may in part 
depend on the extent to which information about consumers in Bangkok 
is passed on to the rural suppliers in Chiang Mai.
The findings in Chapter 4 have shown that Chiang Mai merchants tried
to share the unit returns received by rural producers. This was demonstrated
by the positive values of the regression coefficients of Pn„ (i.e. andBK 1
y,) on M.. and M^. However, an increase in the margin might be necessary 
in order for the merchants to cover their fixed (overhead) costs where 
the supplies handled decrease with rising prices. Therefore an analysis 
of movements of the marketing margin cannot alone permit us to evaluate 
the opportunities for minimising marketing costs, since overhead costs 
are not included in such an analysis.
The negative values of net margins obtained may be caused by an over 
simplification in the analysis. The average net margin values do not 
give any details on how the Chiang Mai merchants made a loss in handling 
these crops. The degree to which price fluctuations within any year can 
dominate the simple average of the price fluctuations over any year 
can be seen by comparing the average weekly data in Table 5.2 with the 
average four-weekly data for first grade garlic given in Appendix 18.
Garlic has been chosen for these comparison because there is only one 
crop per year and there is a considerable difference in the price structure 
between 1972 and 1973. Both the averages of the gross margins in 1972 
are approximately the same, whereas in 1973 there is a significant 
difference. This problem cannot be resolved without a knowledge of the 
volumes of transactions so that suitable weights can be derived to account
for the relative importance of different periods of trading. Only then 
could an adequate assessment be made of whether merchants are able to 
cover their overhead costs and reap a profit.
The above analyses have identified some of the factors influencing 
marketing cost and its efficiency. It has not been possible to fully 
evaluate the operational efficiency of the marketing system involved 
because of the limited data available. However, an analysis of operational 
efficiency in the Chiang Mai marketing system would be useful. The 
following section discusses the manner and method by which operational 
efficiency may be evaluated.
5.4 A study proposal
5.4.1 Cross-section data analysis
The few studies on operational efficiency are devoted mainly to the 
effect of the scale of operation on cost (French, 1967; Metwally, 1973; 
Brassier, 1954). In these studies, the long run average cost is usually 
taken as a proxy to measure operational efficiency (Section 2.2.2). Many 
empirical works on operational efficiency use cross-section data to 
derive the cost/scale relationships (Stigler, 1952; Stollsteimer et al, 
1961). Some studies have classified or stratified firms (or plants) into 
groups and use the average values to determine the cost function (Zasada, 
1970, National Commission on Food Marketing Techniques, No.5).
The regression analysis of cross-section data could be used in a 
study on operational efficiency in the Chiang Mai market. The average 
cost curve would be specified by an appropriate functional relationship, 
such as one of the following equations:
C = a - gX (1)
C = a - 3X + YX2 (2)
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C = a - e/X + YX (3)
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C = a + yX'3 (4)
C = a + yr6X (5)
C is average total cost, X is the volume of sales, and a, 8 and y 
are constants. (Metwally, 1973; MeLeiand, 1972; Bressler, 1954). Estimates 
of equations (1) to (3) are directly amenable to standard least-squares 
regression analysis, but since equations (4) and (5) are non-linear in 
their coefficients, more complex regression techniques would be required 
in these cases.
A cost function of the type indicated by equation (1) would 
exhibit average costs which diminish at a constant rate, i.e. the equation 
is a straight line. This would mean that operational efficiency of the 
marketing system would be improved as firms become larger. However, after 
a certain point, such a cost function becomes meaningless, because there 
is a level of the throughput where average cost becomes negative so that 
this type of function would only be relevant within an extremely narrow- 
range .
One can never define an optimum size from a linear cost function.
The type of cost function. The type of cost function indicated by 
equations (2) and (3) exhibits average costs which diminish at a diminishing 
rate to some minimum point beyond which average costs start to rise again.
In the case of equation (2), the cost curve is U-shaped and symetric 
about the minimum point. In the case of equation (3), the cost curve 
is also U-shaped, but asymetric about the minimum point. Cost equations 
of types (4) and (5) are such that the average cost decreases at a 
decreasing rate as the size of firms increases and tend towards a lower 
asymptote. The cost curve of equation (5) tends to decrease more rapidly 
than that of equation (4). Most studies have indicated that the average 
cost may start to rise after an optimum size is reached, but in practice
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the available number of firms of very large size is inadequate to confirm 
this observation, (Warrack, 1972; Walter, 1963; Clark, 1940).
The range of the sampled firm size is an important factor in 
determining the type of cost curve fitted. A small range of sampled 
firm sizes may imply an erroneous cost structure of firms if the cost 
relationship is extrapolated outside of the range of data fitted. For 
example, a true cost curve may be L-shaped, but because the size of 
firms in the sample is small, the estimated cost curve may appear to be 
linear. This may arise from a sample of firms being taken from only a 
small segment of the overall curve. This would suggest that the cost 
curve is a straight line rather than L-shaped, and implies the economies 
of size may be larger than can actually be obtained within the marketing 
system. In Chiang Mai there is a considerable range of firm size, as 
small firms leave the market immediately after the busy season, whereas 
the large firms operate all year round (Appendix 2).
These regression analyses would show:
1) The change in unit cost when output (volume sales) increases 
at a given firm capacity, and
2) whether large scale firms yield economies, and if possible, 
the optimum size of firms in this market.
However, there are limitations to this procedure (U.S..National 
Commission on Food Marketing, 1966). The use of cross-section data, 
implicitly assumes that these firms are operating at a full capacity 
(Bressler, 1954; Madden, 1968; Zasada, 1970). The regression based on 
cross-section data would therefore over-estimate the long run average 
costs achievable. However, this may not alter the nature of the relation­
ship between the cost and output nor distort the cost structure with 
respect to the size of firm and hence would not affect the determination
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of economies of size.
To minimize the over-estimation of the cost curve derived from cross- 
section data, one may obtain the curve as an average regression fitted 
to a sample selected to include only firms that are efficiently managed 
and operating to capacity. The process of selection would eliminate 
excess capacity (Bressler, 1945). This would require a good background 
knowledge of the organization of the firms and marketing system.
There are no statistical relationship with an R2 value of unity. 
Therefore, even when a certain generalized relationship is demonstrated, 
it should be realized that in any economic system, there might still be 
small firms that can operate efficiently even where demonstrable economies 
of size can be shown, i.e. individual firms may have a lower cost 
structure than that indicated by the average relationship.
Accountants' records may not reflect the real economic cost, especially 
because of the notional treatment of depreciation. The assumption of a 
constant rate of depreciation itself is a factor contributing to the 
creation of constant marginal cost (Longworth and MeLeiand, 1972;
Walters, 1960; Johnston, 1958; Ruggles, 1941).
Cross-section data relates to a common period of time, whereas time 
series analyses trace behaviour through a number of periods of time.
As prices change through time, it would be necessary to re-estimate 
relationships between sets of cross-section data. To estimate relation­
ships from time series (including price changes) data (Longworth and 
MeLeland, 1972; Stigler, 1967) may give rise to 'regression fallacy' 
bias of the type discussed by Walters (1960:210). Another advantage of 
cross-section data is that variations in the amount of idle capacity 
are probably less over the cross-section than for time series (Walters, 
1963:29). This would reduce the problem of over estimating the cost
curve.
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Another supplementary method for estimating the cost curve is the 
so-called 1 frontier analysis' (Longworth and MeLeiand, 1972; Bressler,
1945). The cost curve is derived from the loci of lowest cost 
observations. This determines the lowest possible costs required to 
provide marketing services. However, there are certain statistical 
problems in fitting 1 frontier' curves which arise from non-random selection 
of observations, i.e. the lowest cost observations may have within them 
a random component which in a subsequent period would make them higher 
cost observations. So one is purposefully selecting those observations 
which have cost-minimizing random components. On the other hand, the 
average regression from cross-section data gives the average cost level 
and cost structure.
Economies of size could be investigated on the basis of an 
individual commodity as well as an individual firm. With the former, 
there is a problem of allocating costs where there is more than one crop 
handled. For the latter, there is the difficulty of measuring output 
(in terms of tonnage or value) which varies with different crops. These 
difficulties are major problems in the analysis of multi-product firms. 
However, it might be worthwhile to investigate economies of size on both 
bases, since it gives the clearer picture of efficiency in this market 
(see also Section 5.2.4).
5.4.2 Data collection and the survey * 1 2
A survey could be conducted to obtain the cross-sectional data on 
cost, level of sales, etc., which are needed for the evaluation of the 
operational efficiency of the Chiang Mai marketing system. The data 
required are briefly summarized below:
1) volume of daily purchase of all crops,
2) volume of daily sales for all crops including volume
sold to brokers and to wholesalers,
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3) stock that is held on a daily basis,
4) handling costs: transportation, container, loading­
unloading, prepacking, packing, grading, etc.,
5) administrative costs: office rent, assistance wage, 
permanent labour wage, electricity, etc.,
6) storage capacity, volume stored, life expectation of 
warehouse,
7) working capital required each week/month, which can 
be obtained from balance sheet,
8) for peanuts, cost of shelling plant, including plant 
size, capacity, machine life, maintenance cost, 
depreciation and all variable costs of shelling. It 
is important to be aware of double counting for same 
costs between shelling and administrative activities.
The volume purchased and sold in (1) and (2) will help one to 
partition overhead cost for each crop. Some of these data can only be 
obtained on an annual basis (e.g. (7) and (8)) while others are required 
daily and at other frequencies. A considerable and difficult part of 
any empirical analysis would involve the appropriate aggregation of 
these data (e.g. on an annual basis) to enable the highly generalised 
cost relationships of the types outlined in equations (1) to (5) to be 
estimated.
The success of the above survey depends on the co-operation of the 
Chiang Mai merchants. As mentioned in section 2.4, most of the merchants 
are Chinese and they are reluctant to divulge information about their 
business. However they were more co-operative to someone who could speak 
Chinese and understand their customs- Hence it would be necessary 
initially to gain the confidence of these merchants and reassure them 
that any information supplied by them would be confidential. They would
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also need to be convinced that it is an independent and impartial study 
of great benefit to them and the marketing system as a whole.
About half of the Chiang Mai merchants co-operated in the last 
survey used for the present study. But as expected, few were willing 
to provide any information on the quantities transacted. This means 
that it would be extremely difficult to obtain precise information on 
the firms' financial status and the volume and capital turnover of the 
business involved. It is possible however, to complement such information 
as supplied by the merchants with information obtained from the 
Provincial Economist, financial companies and banks, and truck companies. 
The problem is further complicated by the complexities of the Chiang 
Mai marketing system where small firms enter and leave the market (for 
another crop) throughout the year.
5.5 Conclusion
Due to the limitations of data, operational efficiency in the 
Chiang Mai market has been discussed only with regard to the factors 
affecting cost structure. The empirical investigation of the relation­
ships among these factors is not possible at this stage. However, the 
information required for a statistical analysis of cost/scale relation­
ships has been proposed and discussed in this chapter.
The brokers' commission and transportation costs have been identified 
as the two major cost components over which the Chiang Mai merchants 
have no control (Table 5.1). It is outside the scope of this study 
to explore the necessity of the brokers' services in this marketing system 
or the efficiency of the transportation system. But it is obvious that 
the answers to these questions would contribute to a better understanding 
of the overall question of marketing efficiency. Finally, if labour 
could be employed by contract or permanently, there may be a possibility
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of increasing labour productivity. The payment would be in time rather 
than price basis. This may well reduce the cost per unit of output.
Operational efficiency is only one of two useful conceptual frame­
works with which to investigate the efficiency of the marketing system. 
But it is the more difficult concept to analyse statistically because 
it involves multi-dimensional functions : how the resources of the 
marketing system are utilized to create time, form and place utilities. 
Because these functions have their own cost structures, the aggregation 
of functions causes many problems. This complication has not been 
solved and still is the major challenge for market analysis.
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS
The evidence available indicates that the Chiang Mai regional 
crop market is reasonably competitive. Observations which lead to 
this conclusion are:
1) it is a buying system where producers can enquire about 
price information and select their buyers,
2) the number of producers to the Chiang Mai market is large, 
and most of them do not supply regularly to one particular 
merchant,
3) there is no trade association or organization nor any direct 
contract among the merchants,
4) there is free entry to the market as shown by the behaviour 
of small firms entering and leaving the market at their 
convenience, and
5) the Chiang Mai price is significantly correlated with the 
Bangkok price which indicates that the marketing system does 
convey information from Bangkok to the producers in Chiang Mai.
Chiang Mai merchants may not be able to control Bangkok prices 
but they can to some extent influence the prices they received from 
Bangkok by contolling the flow of their produce to Bangkok. The extent 
of this influence may be partly related to the supplies entering the 
Bangkok market from other parts of the country. The Bangkok market, 
on the other hand, is less competitive because the overall market price 
can be affected by a few large firms.
Little empirical evidence is available to enable a precise 
evaluation of operational efficiency in the Chiang Mai market. The 
following observations in the Chiang Mai market suggest that it is not
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as efficient as should be:
1) existing fixed capital e.g. storage and office facilities, 
and peanuts shelling plant is not fully utilised for the whole 
year,
2) entrepreneurship is not evenly utilised all year round,
3) labour productivity is low: permanent labour is not fully 
utilised and the practice of using temporary labour does not 
enable firms to reduce unit cost,
4) transportation, a major cost item is beyond the firms' control.
The concept of overall marketing efficiency is useful since it
indicates how well the market system operates. The pricing system in the 
Chiang Mai market though efficient is less than perfect. Though significant 
economies of size might be demonstrated, it should always be remembered 
that individual firms might deviate considerably from a statistically 
derived relationship. A small firm, for example, may be very efficient 
in operational sense, while a large firm may be moribund in its 
management, even though in a general sense the revers may be true.
Generally, it is desirable to improve the overall marketing 
efficiency in the Chiang Mai market. However in a developing country 
like Thailand the objectives should be considered in conjunction with 
the broader concepts of national development and social progress. These 
considerations are briefly discussed below.
The overall marketing efficiency may be improved by increasing 
operational efficiency, through the expansion of marketing firms to 
operate at least cost, e.g. by adopting capital intensive operations.
The effect of this could lead to an increase in monopolistic power.
This would benefit large firms but many smaller firms with less 
competitive power might be forced to leave the market. In the long- 
run, this could lead to a depression on prices received by the producers.
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On the other hand, larger processing plants might encourage producers to 
increase production and thus stimulate economic growth in the market. 
Generally, although capital intensive measures could increase resources 
utilization,in a country like Thailand it is more likely to lead to an 
undesirable increase in unemployment and consumer prices (due to increased 
monopoly).
Overall marketing efficiency may also be improved by increasing 
competition and consequently pricing efficiency. This would increase 
the opportunities of small firms and benefit both producers and consumers 
in terms of prices received and prices paid. The improved marketing 
information (through improved pricing efficiency) would encourage 
producers to make longer term plans. This could eventually lead to an 
improvement of the marketing organization and enable Chiang Mai producers 
to compete more effectively with producers in the other regions. On a 
national basis, such competition may facilitate the development of a 
strong and dynamic marketing system. This would in turn stimulate and 
accelerate greater agricultural development and progress.
It is evident from the above discussion that the improvement of 
the overall marketing efficiency in Chiang Mai should be in line with 
other social needs and national objectives and priorities. The problems 
of the welfare and needs of producers and consumers, unemployment, 
regional development and internal and external trade balance (through 
export and import) are issues that need to be considered in the pursuit of 
maximizing overall marketing efficiency.
A pricing policy must be realistic and socially and economically 
practicable. Briefly, it should:
1) stimulate agricultural production,
2) ensure prices stability,
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3) stabilise the incomes of those directly or indirectly 
involved in the marketing system,
4) encourage and enable producers and marketing firms to 
plan (long and short term) more confidently,
5) facilitate market expansion, and
6) stabilise consumers' purchasing power.
This study has investigated the marketing efficiency in the 
Chiang Mai market within the limitations of the data available. In 
the process it has raised more questions than it has answered. There 
are undoubtedly other important questions which have remained unraised. 
Nonetheless it is hoped that this study is a start for future attempts 
to investigate the marketing system in Chiang Mai.
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APPENDIX 1
MARKET STRUCTURE SURVEY No.
Name of firm: Type:
Address:______________________________________ Town:
Person interviewed: Position:
Interviewer:__________ Date:
1. a. How long have you been in business in this town? years.
b. How long has the firm been in business altogether? years
c. If b longer than a, where before?
2. a. Is this your only place of business? Yes/No
b. If NO, where else do you trade?
c. If NO, where is your head office located?___________________
3. How did you get started in this business?______________________
4. What other types of employment have you had?____________________
5. How many years did you attend school?_______years.
6. a. Were you born in this town? Yes/No.
b. If NO, where were you born?________________________________
c. If No, how many kilometers is that from here?____________ km
7. a. How frequently do you go to Bangkok?_____________________
b. What friends and relatives do you have in Bangkok who assist 
you in marketing? ______________________________________
8. How is your firm legally organized?______Sole Proprietorship:___
Partnership: Private Company:________ Co-operative:_______
9. a. Do any family members help you manage this firm? Yes/No
b. If YES, who?_______Father_____Son____ Wife_______Brother___
c. If YES, how do they help you?__________ ____________________
10. What agricultural commodities do you handle and what is their 
relative importance?
Rice-paddy_______Soybeans________ Caster Beans____  ___
Rice-milled_____ Mungbeans_______ Sesame________________
Maize Garlic ________ Cotton________________
97
No.
Peanuts Onion
11. a. What agricultural supplies do you handle?
________Fertilizer ___________Seeds Animal feed
Ag. chemicals Tools
b. Do
c. If
d. If
12. a. Do
b. If
c. If
d. If
13. a. Do
b. If
co:
c. If
d. If
14. a. Do
b. If
15. a. Do
b. If
c. If
d. If
e. If
16. a. Do
b. If
c. If
d. If
17. a. Do
b. If
S, whereabouts and how many rai? location;
 YES, how much do you farm/how many tenants?
 YES, what crops are grown? rice
rai
rai tenants
 your suppliers always deliver to you? Yes/No.
percent
 NO, what type of transport do you use?
 YES, for how long?
 YES, how much (range)?
Percent.
 YES, what type of transport do you use'
98
No.___________
18. a. Do you ever receive an advance from any buyers? Yes/No.
b. If YES, how frequently?
c. If YES, from whom?
d. If YES, for how long?
e. If YES, how much (range)?
19. a. Have you borrowed money for your business in the last 3 years?
Yes/No.
b. If YES, from whom?
c. If YES, how much and when? B ;
d. If YES, what interest rate do you pay____ percent per__________
20. a. Do you feel that your business operations are limited by the
amount of capital you have available for trading? Yes/No.
b. If YES, how much additional credit/capital would you like?
B______
c. If YES, who do you think should supply this money?____________
21. a. Do you store to take advantage of expected price increases? Yes/
No
b. If YES, when was the last time?______________________________
22. How frequently do you receive price information from buyers?______
23. How frequently do you inform your suppliers of price?_____________
24. Who pays for the cost of sacks?_____________________________
25. How many people do you employ?
Months Buying Warehouse Sorting Office Owner Total
Maximum
Cost per 
day
26. a. Do you try to influence farmers in the crops they grow? Yes/No.
b. If YES, in what way?
r . Tf YES. with what success?
27. a. How many merchants do you compete
Commodity
with in this town?
Total No.
99
No
27. b. How many of these are larger than you?
No. larger
c. Do you have a trade association? Yes/No.
If YES, name the association?
If YES, what is its function?
28. a. How many buying merchants are in the town where you sell? 
Total No.
b. Who are the most important merchants? 1.
2.________________________
3.________________
c. Do they have a trade association? Yes/No.
If YES, name of association:_____________________________
If YES, what is its function?____________________________
29. a. How many farmers/merchants are in your supply area?
Total No.
b. What percent sell to you?
Percent
c. Do they have a trade association? Yes/No
If YES, name the association:____________________________
If YES, what is its function?___________________________
30. Do you speak Chinese? Yes/No
100
Commodity
Grades
Purchases
Location________
Months
Peak Month
Av. Price_______
Price Today
K.G./Tang_______
K.G./Bag
No. Selling 
this year
No. last year
Quantity per 
seller
Estimated
quantity
Sales
Names and 
location
Months
Peak Month
Av. Price
Price Today
KG/Bag
Bags/Truck
Truckloads 
sold in
prev. 12 mths.
Estimated
quantity
Storage
Maximum
Capacity
Max. in
prev. 12 mths.
Min. in
prev. 12 mths.
Today
Percent loss
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APPENDIX 2
CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRM SIZES IN CHIANG MAI 
MARKET
Item Large Medium Smal 1
Capital invested (baht) over 2,000,000
Warehouse capacity (sack)' over 10,000
Permanent labour 1-8
Office rent (baht/
month) 1,000-2,000
Manager's wage allowance
(baht/month) 3,000-4,000
Period of business
(months) 12
500,000-2,000,000 
about 1,000 
1-2
1,000-1,500
1,500-2,000
2-12
100,000-500,000
none
none
500
1,500-2,000
3
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APPENDIX 3
PRICE PER 
UNIT
}E long term
D Intermediate term 
q Very short term
Total quantity Chiang Mai merchants are willing to buy.
The figure above illustrates theoretical demand curves by 
Chiang Mai merchants over different time periods.
In Chiang Mai, capital constraints are only likely to be important 
in the very short term since most merchants have additional capital 
resources available to them. Hence the price depressing effect of a 
large surge in supplies decreases as merchants are able to mobilise 
additional capital.
The demand curve of Chiang Mai merchants in the very short run,
ABC, is composed of two segments. The first segment, AB, is within 
their capital capacity and represents their willingness to buy produce 
at the Bangkok price adjusted for the cost of moving supplies to Bangkok. 
However, the second segment, BC, is subject to a capital constraint so 
that with their available capital resources the merchants are only able 
to buy additional quantities by offering a lower price. In the 
intermediate term, Chiang Mai merchants are able to get some additional 
capital so that the price decreasing effect is reduced. This can be seen 
in curve ABD. In the long term, however, additional merchants as well 
as additional capital would enter the market so that the price offered 
would be based on the Bangkok price only. This can be seen in curve 
ABE. It should be noted that these demand curves ignore the increasing 
incidence of risk as quantities increase, the possible lack of physical 
facilities to handle a large increase in supplies, scale return to capital 
and the impact on Bangkok prices of increased supplies in Chiang Mai.
APPENDIX 4(a)
AVERAGE ANNUAL PRICES AND MARKETING MARGINS
OF SOYBEANS IN CHIANG MAI AND BANGKOK 
MARKETS
YEAR
p BK *
(baht/lOOkg)
PCM * M =P P
1 [BK-CM
(baht/lOOkg)(baht/lOOkg)
MM-* 1 X 100
L P
BK
1967 242 218 34 14.05
1968 246 215 31 12.60
1969 241 208 33 13.69
1970 238 203 35 14.71
1971 - - - -
1972 304 262 42 13.82
Source: *Average weekly prices.
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APPENDIX 4(b)
AVERAGE ANNUAL PRICES AND MARKETING MARGINS OF SHELLED PEANUTS 
IN THE CHIANG MAI AND BANGKOK MARKETS
Year
Pg^ (baht/100kg)* P
1st grade 2nd grade
CM(baht/* M =P •
100kg), 1 j ■
1st grade
-PCM M2>! X 100
2nd grade BK
1st grade 
%
2nd grade 
%
1967 439 411 365 74 46 17 11
1968 439 416 369 70 23 16 6
1969 421 399 348 73 51 17 13
1970 401 374 317 84 67 20 17
1971 424 360 338 86 22 20 6
1972 553 506 451 93 55 17 11
Source : * Average Weekly Prices
APPENDIX 4(c)
AVERAGE ANNUAL PRICES AND MARKETING MARGINS OF UNSHELLED PEANUTS
IN THE CHIANG MAI AND BANGKOK MARKETS
Year
p BK
(baht/lOOkg)
* pCM
(baht/100kg)
*
Mv-P -PBK CM MM =12 ^ X 100 PBK 
%
1966 250 183 36 14
1967 238 223 52 22
1968 241 228 52 22
1969 246 211 52 21
1970 256 201 45 18
Source: * Average Weekly Prices.
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APPENDIX 4(d)
AVERAGE ANNUAL PRICES AND MARKETING MARGINS OF FIRST GRADE GARLIC
IN THE CHIANG MAI AND BANGKOK 
MARKETS
Year
p BK *
(baht/100kg)
pCM *
(baht/lOOkg)
P -p =mBK CM 1
(baht/lOOkg)
P -P YBK CM
pBK %
100 = M2
1967 952 819 133 14
1968 455 372 83 18
1969 428 352 76 18
1970 468 418 50 11
1971 929 859 70 08
1972 722 702 70 03
1973 955 834 121 13
Source: * Average Weekly Prices.
APPENDIX 4(e)
AVERAGE ANNUAL PRICES AND MARKETING MARGINS OF SECOND GRADE GARLIC
IN THE CHIANG MAI AND BANGKOK
MARKETS
Year
PBK PCM P -P =MBK CM 1 P -PBK CM X 100 =
(baht/lOOkg) (baht/100kg) (baht/100kg) p BK %
Z
1967 864 734 130 15
1968 323 254 64 20
1969 349 255 94 27
1970 391 311 80 20
1971 838 727 111 13
1972 647 628 -1 00
1973 840 711 127 15
Source: * Average Weekly Prices.
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APPENDIX 4(f)
AVERAGE ANNUAL PRICES AND MARKETING MARGINS OF THIRD GRADE GARLIC
IN CHIANG MAI AND BANGKOK 
MARKETS
Year
p BK *
(baht/lOOkg)
PCM *
(baht/lOOkg)
P -p =MBK CM 1
(baht/lOOkg)
PCK-PCM X 100 ■ M2
PBK %
1967 775 654 121 16
1968 238 185 53 22
1969 252 207 45 18
1970 296 239 54 19
11971 688 621 67 10
1972 571 557 14 02
1973 579 551 18 05
Source: * Average Weekly Prices.
APPENDIX 5(a)
THE REGRESSION OF CHIANG MAI PRICE (P^J ON BANGKOK PRICE (Pn„), THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICECM BK
(APD„), BUYING SEASON (DJ AND SELLING SEASON (D„) FOR FIRST GRADE GARLIC, 1967 - 1973a 
BK I £
Year ao S1 ^2 S3 *4 *1 t2 t3 *4 R2
1967 383.54 -0.023
(0.015)
0.031
(0.032)
-29.51
(15.54)
23.38
(10.05)
1.55 0.97 1.89 2.33 0.56
1968 401.03 -0.023
(0.047)
-0.039
(0.049)
-13.692
(26.20)
-21.167
(21.28)
0.51 0.80 0.52 0.99 0.70
1969 113.23 0.371
(0.159)
-0.122
(0.123)
-24.098
(31.953)
-21.04
(45.88)
2.33 0.98 0.75 0.45 0.87
1970 190.42 0.554
(0.105)
0.212
(0.158)
-56.676
(44.58)
-20.37
(32.14)
5.27 1.34 1.27 0.63 0.84
1971 230.67 0.724
(0.131)
-0.063
(0.122)
-6.96
(79.9)
-92.66
(84.72)
5.53 0.52 0.08 1.09 0.88
1972 201.65 0.567
(0.162)
-0.546
(0.128)
0.869
(63.04)
-25.49
(86.109)
3.49 4.26 0.01 0.29 0.79
1973 147.84 0.561
(0.093)
-0.200
(0.075)
46.348
(71.11)
234.36
(75.52)
6.04 2.69 0.65 3.10 0.93
Footnotes a. Ibid
b. Ibid
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APPENDIX 5(b)
THE REGRESSION OF CHIANG MAI PRICE (PCM) ON BANGKOK PRICE (PfiK) , THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICE
(APbk), BUYING SEASON (D1) AND SELLING SEASON (D2)1 FOR SECOND GRADE GARLIC , 1967-1973a
Year ao ai S2 ^3 a4 t2 t3 t4 R2
1967 -0.05 0.775
(0.059)°
91.02
(40.23)
47.70
(56.24)
91.016
(40.22)
13.02 2.26 0.84 2.26 0.93
1968 -143.24 0.911
(0.139)
-1.125
(0.201)
182.56
(69.19)
94.570
(55.52)
6.52 5.58 2.63 1.70 0.77
1969 -8.16 0.655
(0.154)
-0.42
(0.16)
56.89
(31.64)
51.901
(34.927)
4.29 2.59 1.79 1.48 0.82
1970 157.07 0.498
(0.126)
0.277
(0.214)
-68.36
(49.78)
-45.07
(39.38)
3.93 1.29 1.37 1.14 0.77
1971 2.77 0.927
(0.092)
-0.27
(0.10)
-17.14
(56.49)
-39.63
(58.124)
10.01 2.55 0.30 0.68 0.95
1972 437.12 0.329
(0.164)
-0.049
(0.084)
-47.81
(76.61)
0.382
(94.10)
2.00 0.58 0.62 0.00 0.72
1973 93.51 0.595
(0.104)
-0.163
(0.082)
81.302
(76.92)
181.4
(78.26)
5.85 1.97 1.05 2.30 0.91
Footnote: a. Ibid
b. Ibid
ooo
APPENDIX 5(c)
THE REGRESSION OF 
(APbk), BUYING
CHIANG MIA 
SEASON (D:)
PRICE (PCM) 
AND SELLING
ON BANGKOK
SEASON (D2)
price (pbk;
FOR THIRD
), THE CHANGE
GRADE GARLIC,
IN BANGKOK
1967-1973a
PRICE
Year ao ^1 S2 S3 S4 tl| t2 4 t4 R2
1967 • -55.22 0.829 , 
(0.077)
-0.110
(0.120)
51.329
(86.706)
85.788
(49.478)
10.66 0.93 0.77 1.77 0.90
1968 -62.43 0.939
(0.05)
0.0120
(0.0128)
72.429
(24.093)
15.673
(19.64)
18.64 0.08 2.96 0.79 0.91
1969 48.62 0.494
(0.199)
0.095
(0.207)
-7.243
(40.84)
11.812
(43.79)
2.48 0.46 0.18 0.27 0.72
1970 56.58 0.611
(0.113)
-0.623
(0.311)
10.00
(51.79)
1.96
(33.30)
5.41 2.01 0.19 0.05 0.57
1971 125.25 0.820
(0.122)
-0.068
(0.110)
-102.34
(72.34)
-58.45
(67.64)
6.69 0.59 1.42 0.86 0.91
1972 339.93 0.549
(0.126)
-0.243
(0.101)
-228.48
(73.13)
-81.57
(84.04)
4.33 2.39 3.12 0.95 0.85
1973 119.90 0.512
(0.080)
0.002
(0.080)
6.94
(68.54)
157.49
(57.44)
6.37 0.02 0.10 2.74 0.90
Footnote: a. Ibid 
b. Ibid.
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APPENDIX 6(a)
THE REGRESSION OF THE ABSOLUTE 
(APbk) , BUYING SEASON (D^
MARGIN (M ) ON THE
AND SELLING SEASON
BANGKOK PRICE (PDIZ), THE
dK
(D2) FOR SOYBEANS, 1967-
CHANGE
1972a
IN BANGKOK PRICE
Year ^0 k 8$ b3 s4 tl t2 O r4 R2
1967 -154.57 0.749 -7.371 4.939 -0.159 4.52 1.35 0.54 1.17 0.73
(0.163) (5.468) (9.109) (0.131)
1968 -84.27 0.442 10.743 0.956 -0.138 2.68 2.27 0.17 0.73 0.56
(0.165) (4.725) (8.46) (0.189)
1969 -152.59 0.789 5.318 -6.573 -0.646 4.99 0.90 0.64 0.92 0.53
(0.158) (5.880) (10.315) (0.699)
1970 -227.03 1.103 5.714 -4.770 -0.568 4.57 1.27 0.74 2.41 0.82
(0.241) (4.508) (6.483) (0.236)
1971 n. a. n. a. n. a. n. a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
1972 -154.93 0.673 4.174 -8.314 -0.003 7.7 0.58 0.82 0.07 0.83
(0.087) (7.095) (10.155) (0.638)
a. For definition of term (@) see Section 4.1
b. Standard error
o
APPENDIX 6(b)
THE REGRESSION OF THE PERCENTAGE MARGIN (m2) ON THE BANGKOK PRICE ^BK-1 , THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICE
(APd„), BUYING SEASON (DbK. ) AND SELLING SEASON (D2), FOR SOYBEANS, 1967 -1972a
Year ,*e ii *3 jrl *1 ^2 s 1 4 R2
1967 -56.867 0.275 
(0.060)°
-4.963
(2.291)
1.930
(3.764)
-0.114
(0.055)
4.52 2.17 0.51 2.08 0.68
1968 -25.27 0.151
(0.050)
5.082
(1.699)
-1.403
(2.041)
-0.022
(0.083)
3.00 2.99 0.69 0.27 0.42
1969 -51.27 0.273
(0.062)
2.160
(2.309)
-2.096
(4.053)
-0.247
(0.269)
4.37 0.94 0.52 0.92 0.48
1970 -86.28 0.428
(0.075)
1.688
(1.702)
-1.554
(2.857)
-0.258
(0.095)
5.68 0.99 0.54 2.73 0.77
1971 n. a. n. a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
1972 -25.79 0.129
(0.259)
1.368
(1.934)
-3.857
(3.449)
0.008
(0.009)
4.97 0.69 1.11 0.90 0.74
a. For definition of term (y) see Section 4. 1.
b. Standard error.
APPENDIX 7(a)
THE REGRESSION OF THE ABSOLUTE
(APd„), BUYING SEASON (DJdK 1
MARGIN (M^) ON THE 
, THE SELLING SEASON
BANGKOK PRICE (P 
(d2) FOR FIRST
BKJ ’ 
GRADE
THE CHANGE
PEANUTS,
IN BANGKOK
1967-1972a
PRICE
Year ^0 gi §2 g3 g4
A
t2 *3 *4 R2
1967 -208.59 0.630
(0.100)b
12.025
(10.756)
1.349
(10.284)
0.219
(0.070)
6.28 1.12 0.13 3.11 0.48
1968 -101.27 0.357
(0.094)
-12.383
(10.507)
27.109
(11.582)
0.208
(0.184)
3.75 1.18 2.34 1.14 0.63
1969 -222.08 0.556
(0.147)
-0.266
(8.678)
-1.552
(10.954)
0.414
(0.094)
3.78 0.03 0.14 4.39 0.77
1970 -161.08 0.624
(0.076)
-1.162
(4.942)
-4.073
(5.999)
0.433
(0.110)
8.21 0.23 0.68 3.93 0.90
1971 -174.51 0.577
(0.197)
11.876
(15.183)
20.699
(17.253)
0.246
(0.182)
2.93 0.78 1.19 1.35 0.42
1972 -177.17 0.478
(0.084)
14.933
(12.817)
-0.122
(14.520)
0.216
(0.106)
5.48 1.16 0.01 2.03 0.77
a. For definition of terms (B) see Section 4. 1.
b. Standard error.
THE REGRESSION OF THE PERCENTAGE MARGIN (M0) ON THE BANGKOK PRICE (PD„), THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICEH dK
(APgK), BUYING SEASON (D ), SELLING SEASON (D ) FOR FIRST GRADE PEANUTS, 1967-1972a
APPENDIX 7(b)
Year *0 *1 y2 *3 *4 h t2 t„3 *4 R2
1967 -25.87 0.095
(0.0227)°
-0.061
(2.282)
0.979
(2.177)
0.009
(0.015)
0.43 0.03 0.45 0.62 0.66
1968 -5.26 0.042
(0.016)
-3.419
(1.663)
4.724
(2.088)
0.006
(0.031)
2.58 2.05 2.26 0.19 0.53
1969 -44.42 0.140
(0.560)
-0.781
(2.268)
-2.463
(2.659)
0.045
(0.031)
2.51 0.34 0.93 1.46 0.64
1970 -161.08 0.625
(0.076)
-1.162
(4.942)
4.093
(5.999)
0.433
(0.110)
8.21 0.23 0.68 3.93 0.90
1971 -13.40 0.071
(0.044)
2.743
(3.315)
3.662
(3.583)
0.106
(0.042)
1.61 0.83 1.02 2.52 0.37
1972 -20.91 0.069
(0.015)
2.137
(2.286)
-0.805
(2.473)
0.031
(0.018)
4.47 0.93 0.33 1.67 0.66
a. For definition of (y) see Section 4.1
b. Standard error. 113
THE REGRESSION OF THE ABSOLUTE MARGIN (MJ ON THE BANGKOK PRICE (PD„), THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICE
1 dK.
(APbk), BUYING SEASON (D ) AND SEASON (D2) FOR SECOND GRADE PEANUTS, 1967-1972a
APPENDIX 8(a)
Year o
<CQ gi g2 63 h t2 3 *4 R2
1967 -108.60 0.382
(0.142)
0.599
(9.992)
-1.999
(9.601)
0.170
(0.116)
2.68 0.06 0.21 1.46 0.50
1968 -149.65 0.453
(0.843)
-17.682
(10.402)
16.791
(11.154)
0.337
(0.087)
5.37 1.69 1.51 3.89 0.72
1969 -135.56 0.358
(0.146)
-4.249
(8.022)
3.697
(8.285)
0.415
(0.096)
2.45 0.53 0.44 4.28 0.77
1970 -176.44 0.644
(0.081)
-3.839
(4.801)
-3.386
(6.096)
0.298
(0.114)
7.96 0.79 0.56 2.63 0.89
1971 -162.10 0.463
(0.285)
14.804
(15.912)
20.743
(18.751)
0.274
(0.292)
1.63 0.93 1.11 0.94 0.37
1972 -204.215 0.489
(0.071)
7.044
(11.539)
11.874
(12.893)
0.313
(0.082)
6.95 0.61 0.92 3.81 0.78
Footnote: a. Ibid
b. Ibid 114
THE REGRESSION OF THE PERCENTAGE MARGIN (M0) ON THE BANGKOK PRICE (PDir), THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICEZ BK
(AP ), BUYING SEASON (DJ AND SELLING SEASON (D„) FOR SECOND GRADE PEANUTS, 1967-1972a BK. 1 Z
APPENDIX 8(b)
Year *1 *2 *4 tl t2 *3 *4 R2
1967 -20.124 0.075(0.035)b 0.653(8.441)
0.760
(2.329)
0.760
(0.294)
2.12 0.26 0.33 0.88 0.44
1968 -22.35 0.077
(0.179)
-4.685
(2.356)
3.686
(2.471)
0.096
(0.199)
4.31 1.99 1.24 4.82 0.66
1969 -13.29 0.069
(0.054)
-3.611
(2.236)
-0.950
(2.398)
0.071
(0.034)
1.28 1.61 0.39 2.07 0.61
1970 -24.45 0.106
(0.019)
-0.004
(1.309)
-0.183
(1.537)
0.104
(0.028)
5.41 0.01 0.12 3.71 0.79
1971 -39.42 0.116
(0.067)
3.425
(3.913)
5.155
(4.419)
0.078
(0.073)
1.73 0.88 1.17 1.06 0.40
1972 -27.84 0.072
(0.014)
0.189
(2.218)
0.863
(2.314)
0.068
(0.016)
5.08 0.08 0.37 4.23 0.68
Footnote: a. Ibid
b. Ibid
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THE REGRESSION OF THE ABSOLUTE MARGIN (M ) ON THE BANGKOK PRICE (PdV), THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICE1 Bix
(A PBK), BUYING SEASON (D^, SELLING SEASON (D2) FOR UNSHELLED PEANUTS, 1967, 1968 AND 1970a
APPENDIX 9(a)
Year g0 ^1 ^2 <CQ h | H R2
1967 -248.82 1.089Co. in)b 10.813(4.902)
2.388
(4.291)
-0.076
(0.096)
9.77 2.21 0.56 0.79 0.85
1968 -334.15 1.444
(0.845)
3.232
(16.468)
-3.121
(18.128)
-0.368
(0.688)
1.71 0.19 0.17 0.53 0.48
1969 -63.79 0.396
(0.036)
1.003
(3.121)
2.456
(4.544)
-0.009
(0.026)
10.76 0.32 0.54 0.35 0.95
Footnote: a. Ibid 
b. Ibid
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APPENDIX 9(b)
THE REGRESSION OF 
(APbk), BUYING
THE PERCENTAGE MARGIN
SEASON, (D ), SELLING
(M„) ON THE
SEASON (D )
BANGKOK PRICE
FOR UNSHELLED
(pbk)> the
PEANUTS,
CHANGE IN
1967, 1968
BANGKOK
AND 1970
PRICE
a
Year % *1 h *3 % h t2 t-3 *4 R2
1967 -100.82 0.438 4.302 7.236 -0.051 9.65 2.15 0.71 1.24 0.84(0.045)b (1.998) (1.729) (0.041)
1968 -108.62 0.462 1.610 0.884 -0.113 1.45 0.25 0.01 0.40 0.48
(0.317) (6.465) (7.051) (0.285)
1970 -7.133 0.091 1.837 -2.283 0.005 5.24 1.04 1.04 0.45 0.87
(0.017) (1.766) (2.187) (0.012)
Footnote: a. Ibid 
b. Ibid
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APPENDIX 10(a)
THE REGRESSION OF 
(APbk), BUYING
THE ABSOLUTE
SEASON (D )
MARGIN (M )
AND SELLING
ON THE BANGKOK PIRCE 
SEASON (D2) FOR FIRST
(PDir), THE CHANGE IN dK.
GRADE GARLIC, 1967-
BANGKOK
1973a
PRICE
Year ^0 gi g2 ^3 64 h t2 h R2
1967 -75.52 0.233CO.054)b -14.625(50.448)
-29.105
(38.130)
0.159
(0.082)
1.28 0.29 0.76 1.94 0.67
1968 -105.05 0.299
(0.150)
127.742
(85.292)
41.425
(60.198)
0.355
(0.190)
1.99 1.49 0.69 1.86 0.34
1969 -84.068 0.407
(0.143)
0.195
(33.202)
-22.696
(36.559)
0.304
(0.127)
2.85 0.01 0.62 2.38 0.71
1970 -139.26 0.401
(0.088)
21.138
(41.478)
-0.862
(27.985)
0.043
(0.143)
4.54 0.51 0.03 0.30 0.65
1971 -187.45 0.299
(0.113)
-25.669
(75.898)
-21.227
(73.317)
0.278
(0.109)
2.65 0.34 0.29 2.53 0.70
1972 -300.76 0.567
(0.121)
-67.698
(51.113)
95.538
(65.009)
0.183
(0.111)
4.67 7.32 1.47 1.64 0.83
1973 -264.07 0.480
(0.110)
26.415
(71.542)
-100.605
(74.868)
0.241
(0.079)
4.34 0.37 1.34 3.06 0.76
Footnote: a. Ibid
b. Ibid
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THE REGRESSION OF THE PERCENTAGE MARGIN (M„) ON THE BANGKOK PRICE (PD„), THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICEZ dK
(APd„) , BUYING SEASON (DJ, SELLING SEASON (D„) FOR FIRST GRADE GARLIC, 1967-1973a 
BK. 1 Z
APPENDIX 10(b)
Year o *1 fj *3 y4 h t2 t3 *4 R2
1967 5.53 0.010 ,
(0.005j
-1.094
(5.646)
-4.228
(4.142)
0.017
(0.009)
1.71 0.19 1.02 1.84 0.38
1968 -18.99 0.056
(0.039)
17.242
(22.316)
9.085
(15.360)
0.063
(0.054)
1.42 0.77 0.59 1.16 0.22
1969 -13.91 0.099
(0.038)
-5.849
(9.798)
-17.869
(9.915)
0.050
(0.039)
2.61 0.59 1.80 1.27 0.55
1970 -59.49 0.121
(0.035)
12.199
(15.789)
3.596
(10.994)
0.028
(0.057)
3.44 0.77 0.33 0.49 0.57
1971 -30.07 0.039
(0.020)
-34.368
(16.709)
-1.514
(11.651)
0.062
(0.120)
1.92 2.05 0.13 5.15 0.71
1972 -62.65 0.109
(0.021)
-19.154
(9.666)
-20.654
(11.903)
0.032
(0.022)
5.12 1.98 1.74 1.47 0.84
1973 -11.33 0.046
(0.012)
2.007
(10.045
-20.179
(10.152)
0.013
(0.010)
3.98 0.19 2.97 1.20 0.58
Footnote: a. Ibid
b. Ibid
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THE REGRESSION OF ABSOLUTE MARGIN (M.) ON THE BANGKOK PRICE (P_„), THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICE1 BK
(AP_„), BUYING SEASON (D.) AND SELLING SEASON (D„) FOR SECOND GRADE GARLIC, 1967-1973a
dK 1 Z
APPENDIX 11(a)
Year o
<ca ^2 *3 b4 Z2 *3 *4 R2
1967 -0.77 O.!"(0.059)b -30.056(55.838)
-58.148
(40.282)
0.147
(0.087)
3.33 0.54 1.44 1.68 0.60
1968 191.25 -0.003
(0.135)
-199.502
(67.847)
-116.94
(54.220)
1.176
(0.205)
0.02 2.94 2.15 5.7 0.59
1969 3.38 0.412
(0.157)
-45.402
(31.309)
-52.764
(34.410)
0.287
(0.156)
2.62 1.45 1.53 1.84 0.69
1970 -100.98 0.423
(0.087)
29.977
(42.520)
17.642
630.128
0.136
(0.194)
4.86 0.71 0.58 0.69 0.67
1971 -42.82 0.139
(0.082)
39.044
(52.061)
32.601
(51.392)
0.177
(0.103)
1.69 0.74 0.63 1.14 0.51
1972 -386.24 0.559
(0.150)
46.910
(75.055)
22.750
(91.099)
0.111
(0.087)
3.70 0.62 0.25 1.27 0.80
1973 -238.63 0.494
(0.119)
-7.766
(78.447)
-75.590
(79.036)
0.174
(0.084)
4.12 0.09 0.96 2.05 0.73
Footnote: a. Ibid
b. Ibid
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APPENDIX 11(b)
THE REGRESSION OF PERCENTAGE MARGIN (M ) ON THE BANGKOK PRICE (pBK)> the CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICE
» BUYING SEASON (D1) AND SELLING SEASON (d2) FOR SECOND GRADE GARLIC, 1967-1973a
Year *0 *1 *2 *3 *4 *1 *2 H *4 R2
1967 20.45 0.003 -10.110 -11.375 0.043 0.43 1.31 2.06 3.30 0.30(0.008)b (7.692) (5.518) (0.013)
1968 63.37 0.014 -75.469 -35.811 0.569 1.27 2.82 1.68 7.1 0.63
(0.052) (26.776) (21.287) (0.080)
1969 21.25 0.074 -27.283 -25.390 0.141 1.52 2.69 2.29 3.00 0.59
(0.048) (10.116) (11.056) (0.046)
1970 -47.85 0.146 33.333 -0.006 0.190 3.63 2.18 0.00 3.18 0.58
(0.040) (15.224) (11.287) (0.059)
1971 4.58 0.004 0.905 5.362 0.014 0.39 0.12 0.75 0.87 0.31
(0.010) (7.726) (7.130) (0.016)
1972 -164.76 0.153 61.322 59.605 0.010 3.49 3.47 2.22 0.66 0.81
(0.044) (17.633) (26.801) (0.016)
1973 3.099 0.337 -17.093 -26.508 0.007 1.96 1.26 1.85 0.62 0.58
(0.017) (13.475) (14.309) (0.012)
Footnote: a. Ibid
b. Ibid 121
APPENDIX 12(a)
THE REGRESSION OF THE ABSOLUTE MARGIN (M)) ON THE BANGKOK PRICE , THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICE
(AFW ’ BUYING SEASON (D. ), SELLING SEASON (D ) FOR THIRD GRADE GARLIC , 1967-1973a
Year ^0 §2 g3 h t2 H t4 R2
1967 64.76 0.144 -58.801 -72.603 0.257 1.83 0.87 1.46 2.24 0.40
(0.078) (67.431) (49.608) (0.114)
1968 63.30 0.044 -73.157 -14.169 -0.090 0.85 2.82 0.68 0.68 0.33
(0.052) (25.861) (20.654) (0.132)
1969 -21.30 0.379 -22.022 -34.954 0.185 3.05 0.65 1.09 0.92 0.50
(0.124) (33.840) (31.971) (0.199)
1970 -55.90 0.384 -10.481 -2.090 0.619 3.40 0.20 0.06 2.00 0.47
(0.113) (51.800) (33.288) (0.309)
1971 -37.48 0.128 32.093 9.281 0.243 1.24 0.47 0.16 2.34 0.39
(0.103) (67.174) (55.914) (0.103)
1972 -286.09 0.469 132.628 4.346 0.135 3.11 1.66 0.04 1.11 0.76
(0.150) (79.723) (90.265) (0.121)
1973 -204.47 0.470 44.086 -64.926 0.030 5.61 0.62 1.12 0.34 0.75
(0.083) (70.509) (57.802) (0.087)
Footnote: a. Ibid
b. Ibid
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THE REGRESSION OF THE PERCENTAGE MARGIN (M„) ON THE BANGKOK PRICE (P_„), THE CHANGE IN BANGKOK PRICE2 Bix
(APdv) , BUYING SEASON (DJ, SELLING SEASON (D„) FOR THIRD GRADE GARLIC, 1967-1973a 
BK. 1 2
APPENDIX 12(b)
Year o
< | h H r4 h r2 t,3 *4 R2
1967 33.65 -0.003 , 
(0.012)
-13.434
(10.600)
-17.316
(7.597)
0.074
(0.017)
0.38 1.26 2.27 4.72 0.33
1968 40.90 -0.036
(0.029)
-34.093
(15.147)
-4.986
(11.817)
-0.001
(0.057)
1.22 2.25 0.142 0.01 0.33
1969 -3.28 0.163
(0.075)
-19.664
(20.403)
-29.691
(19.415)
0.166
(0.137)
2.16 0.96 1.53 1.21 0.39
1970 -57.22 0.183
(0.069)
8.696
(26.189)
10.427
(18.670)
0.435
(0.115)
2.26 0.33 0.55 3.75 0.57
1971 0.87 0.009
(0.021)
6.410
(13.617)
-0.300
(12.279)
0.034
(0.022)
0.47 0.47 0.02 1.57 0.25
1972 -139.55 0.108
(0.048)
104.890
(27.88)
69.869
(32.786
-0.015
(0.053)
2.25 3.76 2.13 0.28 0.72
1973 2.00 0.034
(0.029)
-26.620
(18.422)
-23.675
(19.344)
0.010
(0.022)
1.15 1.44 1.22 0.44 0.68
Footnote: a. Ibid
b. Ibid
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APPENDIX 13(a)
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT OF PDV WITH RESPECT TOdK
PCM’ M1 AND M2 F0R FIRST GRADE PEANUTS 2 3
Year - (1) a K Jn
6i(2) 4 (3)*1
1967 0.32 0.69 0.09
1968 0.61 0.35 0.04
1969 0.33 0.56 0.14
1970 0.39 0.62 0.63
1971 0.47 0.58 0.07
1972 0.50 0.48 0.07
Source: 1. Table 4.2 (a)
2. Appendix 7(a)
3. Appendix 7(b)
APPENDIX 13(b)
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT 0F PBK WITH RESPECT TO
P MCM’ 1 AND M2 FOR SECOND GRADE PEANUTS
Year /x (1)Cl«1 jjm 3 (3)*1
1967 0.60 0.38 0.08
1968 0.55 0.45 0.08
1969 0.78 0.35 0.07
1970 0.39 0.64 0.11
1971 0.52 0.46 0.12
1972 0.54 0.49 0.07
Source 1. Table 4.2 (b)
2. Appendix 8(b)
3. Appendix 8(c)
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APPENDIX 14(a)
FIRST GRADE GARLIC : THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENT OF 
PBK WITH RESPECT TO P^, M AND M
Year A (1)fv v '1
ip Vs’
1967 -0.02 0.23 0.01
1968 -0.02 0.30 0.05
1969 0.37 0.41 0.09
1970 0.55 0.40 0.12
1971 0.72 0.30 0.04
1972 0.58 0.57 0.10
1973 0.56 0.48 0.04
Source: ll Appendix 8(a)
2. Appendix 10(a)
3. Appenidx 10(b)
APPENDIX 14(b)
SECOND GRADE GARLIC : THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENT OF
P„„ WITH RESPECT TO P^.,, M. AND BK CM’ 1 2
Year A (1)OL v J V (3)M
1967 0.78 0.20 0.03
1968 0.91 -0.03 0.01
1969 0.66 0.41 0.07
1970 0.50 0.42 0.14
1971 0.93 0.14 0.004
1972 0.33 0.56 0.15
1973 0.60 0.49 0.34
Source: 1. Appendix 5(b)
2. Appendix 11(a)
3. Appendix 11(b)
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APPENDIX 14(c)
THIRD GRADE GARLIC : THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENT OF 
PBK WITH RESPECT TO PCM, AND M
Year - (1) a v J ■ - (3)T1
1967 0.83 0.14 -0.003
1968 0.94 0.04 -0.04
1969 0.49 0.38 0.16
1970 0.61 0.38 0.18
1971 0.82 0.13 0.01
1972 0.55 0.47 0.11
1973 0.51 0.47 0.03
Source: 1. Appendix 5(c)
2. Appendix 12(a)
3. Appendix 12(b)
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APPENDIX 15
AVERAGE COST AND NET MARGIN FOR FIRST GRADE GARLIC 
1972 AND 1973
’eriod
^4-week)
(1)
Bangkok price 
(baht/basket)
(2)
Chiang Mai 
price
(baht/basket)
(l)-(2)=(3) 
Gross Margin
(4)
Handling
cost
(3)-(4)
Net Margin
.972 1 324.60 390.0 -65.40 58.62 -124.02
2 301.20 410.0 -108.80 57.55 -166.35
3 315.80 460.0 -144.20 58.22 -202.44
4 412.20 560.0 -147.80 62.83 -210.63
5 643.60 550.0 93.60 73.87 19.73
6 633.40 525.0 108.40 73.33 35.07
7 633.60 575.0 78.60 74.29 4.31
8 714.80 615.0 99.80 77.21 22.59
9 748.40 704.0 44.40 78.80 -34.40
10 738.60 700.0 38.60 78.34 -39.74
11 680.20 640.0 40.20 75.56 -35.36
112 632.40 550.0 82.40 73.29 9.11
13 706.40 623.0 83.40 76.80 6.60
average/basket -55.04
average/kg. -0.69
973 1 520.00 450.0 70.00 77.95 2.05
2 295.20 220.0 75.20 57.27 17.93
3 319.00 344.0 -25.00 58.40 -83.40
4 493.40 555.0 -61.60 66.68 -128.28
5 684.60 680.0 184.60 84.29 100.31
6 840.00 680.0 160.00 83.15 76.85
7 840.00 690.0 150.00 83.15 66.85
8 873.40 770.0 103.40 84.73 18.67
9 906.40 770.0 136.40 86.29 50.11
10 913.40 780.0 133.40 86.63 46.77
11 926.60 830.0 96.60 87.27 9.33
12 898.40 940.0 -41.60 85.92 -127.52
13 1231.60 960.0 271.60 106.75 164.85
average/basket 29.95
average/kg. 0.37
